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Foreword

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a national informa-
don iysiem developed by the U.S. Office of Eduiation and now sOonsored by
the National" Institute of Educatio7 (NIE). It provides ready access to descrip-
tions of exemplary programs, research and development efforts,"and related
information tisefgl ifideveloping more effective educational progrark.

Through _Its network of specialized centers or, clearinghouses, each of
which,; fesmmsible for a particular~ educational area, ERIC acquires, evalu-
Alec, abstracts, and indexes current significant information and lists this infor-

in itsts reference publications.
.

ERIC/RCS, the ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication
Skillsdisseminates educational nformation related to research? instruction,
and persorinel preparation SVS11 levels and in all institutions. The scope of
interest of the Clearinkhoustiktudes relevant research reports, literature
reviews, curriculum guides and descriptions, conference papers, project or
program reviews, and other print materials related to all aspects of reading,
English, educational journalisnt and speech communication.

The ERIC system has already made availablethrough the ERIC Docu-
ment Rep-roduction System -much Informative data. However, if the findings
of specific educational research are to be intelligible to teachers and appli-
cable to teaching, considerable bodies of data must be reeValuated, focused,
translated, and molded into an essentially different context. Rather than

'resting at the point. of making research reports readily accessible, NIE has
directed the separate clearinghouses to work with professional organizations-
in developing information analysis papers in specific areas within the scope
of the clearinghoilier: .

ERIC/RCS is pleased to cooperate with the inte,rnaz Reading Asso-
ciation, the ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social. ence Education,
and the Social Science Education Consortium,,inc. in inaking. Teaching Read-

.k.l- ng in the Social Studies available.

Bernard O'Donnell
Director, ERI/RCS

if
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The Problem:
Dimensions and Approaches.

In recent years, widely publiciied accotAnts of the decline of scores on stan-
dardized tests measuring the basic reading skills of college-bound students and
accompanying expressions of concern tly educators and government officials
have contributed to a growing feeling of anxiekty and frustration among.
teachers and school administrators. Although some investigators (Farr,

Tuinman, and Rowls 1974) are unable to find suffictient reliable data in the
form of longitudinal studies to)ustify\ the present belief in a marked decline
in reading skills, state legisktures a0 boards 9f educatioh are increasing
teacher certifltationsequirements in reading (BadeF 1975).

Indeed, public concern, reflected in action by these state agenties, is rein-
forced by recent criticism of the optimistic reports from the 1974-1975 read-
ing assessment studies by the National Assessment of Ejlucational Progr ss.
Except in the case of nine-year-old blakk ;wants, fterill 4197 ) could fi d
little evidence to back up published NAEB claims of "dramati nd s'' ifi
cane' improvement. in fact, a slight decline in reference skills noted

among thirteen-year-olds, and virtually no change*was appatent in literal and
inferential comprehension for this group.

Notwithstanding the absence of 'carefully designed em' rical studies of
reading behavior, there is still sufficient reason to warrant concern, particu-

larly ih the social stridies. In three states, studies have revealed large numbers
of high school studerits reading at least one or more years below gr e level

(Artley 1968, Karlin 1969). Karlin has estimated that 25 percent f high
school studepts lack the ability to read materials with the compre nsion

required of them. This conclusion is supported by a more recent study
(Campbell 1972) of the reading ability of fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade
students arid Oneir ability to comprehend social studies texts. In a 'relatively
representative school system, Campbell found that one-fifth of all students
failed tq comprehend their social studies textbooks, in spite of the fact that

' a reading improvement project had been in progress for two ,years and the
readability levels of the texts were at or below grade levels'. (Finding Iocial
studies texts at or below grade level is relatively unutrital a factor brbught
out later.). /
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Factors Affecting Reading Problems in Sobial Studies

The issue of inadequate reading skills in.the social studies is inescapable.
At (east foul major factors have contributed to the present,problem.

'1.
Inadequate attention in classes to'reading/study skills (Herman

1969; Olson 19701 Arnold and Sherry 1975).
2. Little or no fOrmal preparation of teachers in ,dealing with
reading problems in.content areas1Roeder,, Beal, and ad 1973).
3. Unrealisk readability levels and limited comprehensibility of
texts dug to concept loading and related problems (Herman 1969,
Johns-on And Va 'rdran 19,73; Hash 1974).

4. Limitations cot, the reading performance of culturally and ljn-
guistically different children (Banks 1.973; Wolf 1974).

- Further reason for concern stems from the changing nature of social
studies instruction. In the last decade, both elementary and secondary, social
studies have undergone a critical transition from a traditicinal program-
grounded on narrative history, geography, and legalistic, 'descriptive treat -
,I1 ents o 'government and civics,-to a more adv.anced conceptual structure
enriched with data and' processes from the behaviorally oriented social
sciences (Capron, Charles, and Kleiman 1973)., New conceptt, treating the
nature of man, political decision making, and cultdre-to cite only a few
examples -have been introduced into the elementary school program.'What
these developments mean, in essence, is that ruch more is required and
expected of the pupil,in terms of the ability-Ato read and comprehend
materials. At the same' time, a number of organized groups of citizens and
parents are becoming apprehensive about what they regard as the tendency
of new programs to indoctrinate their. children with alien values and ideas
(Hepburn 1974; Bofffy 1975'; Clark 1975). In view of these conditions, there
is a danger that reperts of reading problems wYth the new social studies"
materials will stimulate ,demands for a return to "the basics", and will dis-
cou'rage innovation..

A number ofcases can be cited to Alustrate this last point. Reference,has
been made in these citations Only to the "West Virginia Textbook Contro-
versy"; the plight of Man: A Course of Study (MACOS), an elementafy
social studies program whose merits-were even debated recently in congres-
sional chambers; and the banning, by the Georgia State Textbook Commis-
sion, of a social studies text by Edwin' Fenton. Morsissitt (1975, p. 250)
notes, as the result of a reant study of social studies teachers' perceptions
of 'their frdeclom to disittss controversial issues, "a Kobable decrease _in
educators' optimism about the climate for innovation in the nation."

Research Concerning Reading in the Social Studies

To respond effectiv'ely to this grOwing concern, social studies teachers
must be prepared to demonstrate that they can make accurate judgments
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about the reading skills of their. pupils, adapt texts to varying levels Of ability,
and facilitate, through their choice of teaching strategies, the growth of read-
ing Comprehfrtsion. Informed decisions by teachers on how to cope twith
reading problems require some urkderstandirtg of relevant research and insight

into the reading process.
Admittedly, teachers have littie time to plunge into exhaustive analyses of

resealch literature, but to exclude research from a knowledge base in class-
room decision making would be counterproductive to effective teackie.
Therefore, the authors have included a' brief summary of major trends and
findings related to the question of reading in the social studies and, in
addition, have provided a more complete analytical review of related research
in Appendix A.

An examination of relevant, selected research findings suggests several
things:First, there is a growing concern about the problems of re ability and
concept loading in social studies materials, and procedure hay been

identified (such as concept attainment strategies) to improve the comp ehen-

sibility of materials. Emphasis on the study of cOntroversy and the use of .

value clarificatiCin is warranted asf a means of demonstrating the relevance of
the reading taki, and facilitking.comprehension. There is evidenceof mount-
ing- awarene?s of the importance of affective influences (self-concept, teacher
expectation of pupa behavior, and so on) in proficient reading, and appro-
priate instructional strategies have been identified to improve the classroom
climate. Finally, dissatisfaction is evidenced in the conventional approach to
critical readinglitintifying propaganda techniques) and promising proposals'
have been ma4ie to apply a new model (called "doublespeak") which focuses
on the intensification and downplaying of language in the effort to mani-
pulate behavior.

Conceptions of the Reading Process and.the Utilization of Research

To make effective use of research on reading partiCularly research focused
on an instructional area it is important to realize that specialists' conceptions
of the reading process dt indeed vary and that these different ways of looking
at reading are not simply fuel for academic debate. They have real meaning
for the classroont practitioner. Different conceptions, based upon different
assumptions about the learning process and the selectiorrof content, carry
different implications'for practice. Unless teachers understand this, they may
be confused or misled by the claims of publishers or by the promises of
zealous pressure groups.'The presence of competing conceptions does not
indicate an absence of reliable 'knowledge, rather, it suggests a process of
critical testing and clarification of existing knowledge about a complex field
and a ,persistent search ,for new knowledge. To introduce social studies
teacheri to these considerations, a brief description follows'coucerning three
influential conceptions of the reading process. Although not intended as a

a
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compreensive commentary, this discussion should illustrate the broad spec- 1

trum of views. (The Bibliography and References, include suggestions for
'further investigation of theories of reading.)

Reading as decoding. For some, the major emphasis in reading should be
on "decoding." This means developing skill in the use of letter/sound rela-
tionships or acquiring the ability to apply rules regarding grapheme/ph eme
relationships (Durkin 1972, p. 13).* Walcutt's three-part conception o ead-
ing provides an example of this emphasis (T967, pp. 263-65). "Readin ," he
observ'esis decoding the printed visual symbol into a spokertsound which it
designates." Yet reading is also "un,derstanding language,'", the goal that
immediately follows the decoding. The final stage of reading is difficult to
define, * Walcutt admits, It is seen as a movement into the "world of art and
intellect," representing a "literary style" that is removed from spoken,
Language.

Some writers are willing to concede that mature adult readers may not be
required to cry out decoding operations, but they also argue that beginning
readers have no alternative but to master "up to 211 distincj letter/sound cor-
respondences, 166 rules (60 of which relate to p:)psonants), 45 exceptions to .A
rules (which are rules in themselves) and 69 ,spelling pattern rules"
(Mazurkiewicz 1976, p. 4).

Reading as a comprehensiK skills process. Tlhe Gray-Robinson model, first
proposed by William S. Gray (1960) and later)modified by Helen Robinson
(1964 is an eclectic, skills-Oriented conception of the reading process. Four
major aspects of reading have been identified for emphasis. (1) word percep-
tion on recognition, (2) comprehension (including both Iitefal and implied
meanings), (3), "reaction to and evaluation of ideas expressed" ,(involving
some elements of critical and (4) "assimilation" of what is read
through the combining of "old ideas" with information derived from reading,

,(Clymer 1968, p. 23). Robinson has added speed or rate of reading to the
model and emphasized that the idea of fate must be flexible, that is, related
to the reader's purpose and the nature of the material. Thi? conception recog-
nizes the interrelatedness of certain aspects of reading white at the same time
stresses- distinct, identifiable basic skills (including decoding). Thus, it pro-
vides a reasonable middle position betweep those who see reading as a unitary
process, not amenable to analysis, and those who perceive reading as a pro-
gression of independent, measurable skills (Clymer 1968, p. 27).

Reading as a pvicholinguistic 'guessing game. The effort to relate, psycho-
logical research on the nature of cognition and meaning to linguistic findings
concerning the structure of language has led to the emergence of a new and
influential discipline called psycholingUistics (Deese 1970). One group of

phoneme is viewed as a basic unit of a spoken language while a grapheme is seen
as a;basic twit of written language.

C.
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scholars in that field, Kenneth Goodman and his associates, offers a Unique
view of the reading process. The purpose of reading," explains Goodman,

is the reconstruction of meaning" (Goodman and Niles 1970, p. 5). It is not

a ecise process of letter identification or word recognition, but it.involves,
ins ead, the selection of the fewest, most productive language cues on the

basis o Nehich meaning can be

predicted, confirmed, or corrected as more information is ac-
wired. Hence, reading may I5e described in simple terms as .a
"psycholinguistic guessing game" involving interaction between
language and thought (Goodman 1070, p. 260). Goodman rejects
the emphases of both phontcs.and word-recognition approaches,
which he describes as a "preoCcupation with letters and words"
unsupported by new knowledge on how the reader "reconstructs
meaning from written language" (Smith, Goodman, and Meredith
1970, p. 248).

Orientations to Reading in theSocial Studies

What the basic orientation in reading instruction in the social studies
shoUld be is a much debated topic. Before dealing with the basic question of
what can be done to improve the readMg skills of social studies students, it

'may be useful to examine the basic patterns of alternates for organizing
reading instruction in this content area. These patterns may be described as:
(1) skills-centered, or direct, instruction, (2) reading instruction in a reading
lass, and (3) content-centered, or functional, instruction (Herber 1972,

pp. 192-94):
Skills-centered, or direct, approach. The skills-centered approach empha-

sizes the teaching of skills in reading as a separate activity, apart from instruc,.
tion in the content of a specific course in history, geography, or the like. The
skills that form the content of the program are related to the comprehension

:of social studies content, including, for example, acquiring map and' globe
skilLs, finding the main idea in a paragraph, and discriminating between fact
and opinion. A unique feature of this pattern is that it may occur in a social
studies class under the sueervision of. a social studies teacher. On occasiOn, a
reading specialist, may assume responsibiliiY for a class, as in one seventh-
grade Social studies class composed largely of pupils with reading disabilities.
In this example, a "language experience" approach was used in a course in
which pupils wrote their own books, prepared theiL own map games, and
developed question-and-answer booklets (Frankel 1974).

Reading instruction in a reading class. Ardey (1968, pp. 85-98) and Herber
(1932, pp. 192-93) have identified the special reading class, devoted primarily
to dy development of broadly defined reading skills and taught by a reading
specialist, as another basic pattern. In this, pattern which is more character-
istic of junior high or middle school the teacher may use social studies

10

3
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materials along with samples of other content in order to assess, develop, and
give practice in specific skills. Learning the content, however, is not an end in
itself.. The reading specialist in this situation utilizes a variety of resource.s-r:-
such as materials on thet a.tse.of context aids in word recognition, basic assess-
ment procedures, and skill developr4nt booklets spanning various content
areas (as exemplified by the materials prepared by Clymer [19721 and NI. B.
Smith 119681).

Context- centered, or functionql, approach. The Contentcentered ap-
proach, as the term implies, refers to the development of reading skills as they
are needed in the teaching and learning processes of specific social studies
courses. In this pattern, reading skills are an integral part of the social studies
curriculum; they are not tau ?ht separathly. tile this pattern has attracted
interest and support, it does not seem to,have been widely implemented.
Among.the more influential proponents of this position are Harold Herber
and some of his former students at Syracuse University. From their federally
funded project have come thofightful, research - biased proposals for the use of
structured overviews, three-levels study guides, and other strategies that can
be incorporated in to the process of teaching reading in content areas (Herber

'and Sanders 1969).

In the preparation of This book, the authors have subsCribed, in large
measure, to the content-Gentered orientation for dealing with reading prob.
lemsin the social studies. This approach has the distinct advantage df respect-
ing the teacher's commitment to a field of knowledge, while providing skills
that can be useful; for understanding the particular cbntent being studied.
But, in our judgment, this approach does not address the needs of the non-
readers or seriously -ciliabled readers, in social studies classes; hence,.on this
critical problem, we shall offer, in later chapters, a range of alternative stra-
tegies that go beyond the content-centered, approach. Moreover, we are

"49 reluctant to press for adherence to. any one approach, we recognize the pre-
sent, limited state of knowledge about the relative merits of the various
approaches to teaching reading skills in the social studies and are aware of the
diverse classroom settings in which'social studies teachers struggle with read-
ing problems. 4.
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litr-s 2
. . 1.

Matching Student
,

Abilities and kesources
.

-Overview of Chapters 2, 3, and 4

There are three basic problem aceas in which decisions by social stodics
teachers at all grade levels will substantially affect the ability of their 'students

to toad and derive meaning from instructional -materials. These areas are by

.noineans removed from the process of teaching social studies; they bear dir-

ectly on the selection, organization, and presentation of content. The teacher
who knows about, and is prepared to use, basic' reading strategies and,'

resoyrces in making critical decisions in these areas can significantly enhance

the learning of his or her students.
The problem areas are revealed,bythe following questions

7- 1. How cah a suitable match be made between pupil reading'abili-
^\ ties and instructional materials?

2. What can be done to preer:lotivation to
3 read in social

studies classes?
3. How can comprehension in the reading social studies mate-

rial be improved?

These three Problem areas provide the framework f9 the next three chapters.
Within- each problem area, selected strategies, pr dures, and resources suit-

able to different grade levels are identified and described' In addition, where

appropriate, detailed illustrations or activities are presented.
Before Proceeding with the descridtion and discussion.of classroom stra-

tegies, mention should be made of the widespread problem of allocating time
between reading Od subject-matter instruction. In recent years, reading has
been given a great deal of emphasis, and some critics believe that reading is
receiving the lion's share of instructional time in many elementary.classrooms.

In some cases, social studies,instruction has been all but eliminated. How
much time and effort should go into reading instruction during the .social
studies period is a decision that individual teachers must make on the basis of .(

the situation confronting them at a particular time and Place,The authors are
not advocating that social studies learning be replaced 14 reading instruction;
but they do believe that reading pjobl ems can, at times, be attacked effectively

during social studies instruction.

4 I__



Matching Student Abilities and Resources 11

The problem 'of time allocation also occurs at the junior and senior high
levels. Classes are frequently in excess of students; and teachers meet four
to six classes a day, often working with as_many as 180 students a day. Class
periods are usually fifty minutes o; less, so, with 30 students: there is little
time to work with individuals. In addition, secondary teachers have three to
five class preparations a day, leaving little or no time to do special kinds of
preparatiqnsfor.small groups of students: I t is little wonder thaNtaarSecond-
arY teachers take the position that if students do not kndw how to read when
they reach the social slicilies classroom, it is not the social studies teacher's
problem.

The authors relieve that, 4n spite of the pressing demands on their time,
elementary aid secondary teachers can make contributions to student reading
improvement at the Same time they are teaching social studies. The strategies
and techniques presented in this and the next' 4ochapters are offered with
the hope that they will help to lessen he burden of conflicting demands for
both social studies and reading instructiolit

Chapter 3 focuses on strategies and resources for improving motivation to
read in social studies classes. Chapter 4400ks at ways to improve social studies,
-reading comprehension. The present chapter considers the problem of match-
ing student reading abilities with instruclonal materials of appropriate diffi-
cultyculty

4 Assessing Difficulty of

Readability formu/hs. Radability is a complex concept; it encompasses
such factors as interest, motivation, Attitude, and concept )oad or complex-
ity In addition to such factors as length of sentences and words. Yet, the
latter .two factors have most readily provided the basis for formulas that yield
generally reliable measures of text difficulty.

Two formulas, the Fry Readability Graph and SMOG (Simple Measure of
Gobbledygook) are mentioned here. The Fry Graph is presented in Appendix
B, while a brief'description of the SMOG formula is included here. Both for-
mulas have been substantiated by Iresearch, and they do not require much
time or training to administer. (See, Appendix A for, a critical review of re-
search.)

Using SMOG grading. McLaughlin (1969), author of the SMOG Gradirtg
Procedure, contends that his technique is "laughably simple" and more valid
than previous readability formulas." Still, one shiitcl be aware that scores from
the Fry and SMOG methods may differ, though this fact does not impair the
validity of either. The explanation lies in the criterion scoresthe way read-
ability is defined in terms of comprehensi,on (Vaughan 1976). Usually, the
SMOG score will tend to be higher than the Fry score, since SMOG assumes
that readability is equivalent to 90 to 100 percent accuracy in a compre.hen-
sion check, while the Fry Graph accepts the lower predictive criterion of 50
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.6%."
to 75 percent accuracy. If the materials the teacher plans to ule are to b read

--"Orimarily by students at home, the teacher would be well advised to u the

SMOG technique; since it as' surries that readability is equivalent to the a ility
to be read independently, without the aid of an instruct-or.

The directions for SMOG grading are as follows:

*I. Near the beginning of an article or text to be appraised, count
ten consecutive sentences, then count ten in the middle and ten

. near the end.
2. In the thirty sentences selected, every word of three or more
syllables should be counted. Count each such word, even if. it is
repeated:

3. Determine the square root of the number of those polysyllabic
ti words that have been counted. ThiS is not as complicated as it

may seem. McLaughlin (.1965) suggests that this be' done by tak-,
ing the square root of the neatest perfect squ3re. He explains that,
if the count is 95, the nearest perfect square is 100, which yiDlds
a square root of ten. tf the count lies roughly between twoper-
fect scRares, chOose the lower number: This mearisrfor example;
if a count of 110 is obtained; the square rootof 100 should be
taken.

1

4. Finally, the number three should be ,added to the estimated
square root. This wjll provide-the SMOG Grade, which is pref
surnI to bean estirnate 'pf the, reading grade level a student
should have attained in order to fully comprehend the material.

The littare-J readability formulas has increasedisignificantly in the last
few years, new formulkhaii been testecand proposed, popul4r older formu-
las, such as the Dale -Chall 'rtietitod (Dale and.thall 1948), have been sirhpti-
fied for purpos f scoring., For those wbO are interested in reading fUrther
on this topic, the Bib graphy contains several references.

a

,Predicting and Monitoring Student Reading Perfofmance

Cloze and "laze procedures.Now availakle to teachers are two procedures
that will provide a useful estima'te_of 'The ability of a given class or group cif
students to read specific content at a functional level. One of these procii
dures, doze, is also sensitive to concept load or idea complexity. Basecron
extensive research iri reading and widely used by investigators in the last two
decades, this the-fhod presents students with a passage of material not pre-
viously seen in which words have been sy4,tematically deleted. The student
must then attempt to replace the deleted. words (usually 'every fifth) accord-
ing to the Bormuth procedure.,(Bormuth 1968). Concerning the deletion tech-
nique, it should probably be Wed that Feely (1975) has recommended the
deletion of every seventh word When doze is applied'to social studies content.
Still, in view of the' research base provided by Bormuth, the principle. of

4 .
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deleting'6iery'fift1Vw"ordhas been followed:in this illustration. The percgqt-
age of words correctly replaced by the student indicates the extent bf the
match between the student's compreherision and the material.

Guidelines to follow in prepa(ing a clbze inventory may be summarized as
follows: \

1. Select a'representatiie tassage, or passages, of material, usually.
4bout 250 fiords for the every, -fifth -word deletion procedure.
2. Delete every fifth word in order to obtain- fifty blanks. The-
blanks in the material presented to students should be of the
same size. (If every seventh word-is deleted, longer Oassages will

, be required to obtain fifty, blanks.) Leave the beginning and
ending sentences free of deletions.

"v. 3. Firovide a key for correct answers and have the'studentsscore
their own inventories, fhowing percentage of correetreplace-
ments. Set no time limits, other Run the limitations of the clas4

,"

period,
,

4. Assure the students ,that they re not to be graded on their per-
formance on this exercise. Stress that the information will help in
the selectiOn of materials and planning of instructitm. You may
wish to explain that'it is not possible to accept synonyms when
using the doze procedure for assessing readability of materials
because of the difficulty lin scoring them. (When doze is used for
instructional purpAtes, however, students should' be encouraged
to suggest synonyms.)
5. In scoring material written-in a fairly easy narrative style, it'is
gzecommended that you use Bormuth's criteria, which may be
summarized as:

58.100 percent: independent levelthe student can read with-
out help.
44.57 percent: instructional levelthe student can read, with
help.

. 0-43 percent: frustrational levelunsuitable for reading.
However, if the 'Material is basically expository, that is, contain-
ing extdanations of Ancepts, it is suggested that yotheefol-
lowing asguidelines:

54100 percent: independent level
39.54 percent: instructional level

, 0.39 pbrcent: frustrational level
These latter scores should not be treated as rigid cutoff points,
for they are based on the means of doze scores derived from a'
numbe'r of doze research studies by Feely (1975).

In this 'connection, it should be noted that, up to the present, most doze
research has been based on narrate reading materials (Cohen 1975). Still, if.
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you find that the median percentage score of your class falls below 39 per- NQC.;

,

cent on materials you had planned to use, you can safely predict that many
tilt' find it difficult to use the materials unless you revise them or introauce

special corrective measures. Teachers who wish to take the time to restructure
materials to facilitate comprehen;ion Will find suggested sources of help listed

. in the Bibliography. Some:corrictive measures are suggested di chapters 4 and

5. One simple measure would be to analyze the most frequently 'Missed

blanks to ascertain what concepts.will cause difficulty and then provide clari-
fication prior to giving an assignment. Teachers may also use the results of
doze tests to develop flexible grouping arrangements in class, to undertake
various projects, or to provide differentiated assignments. Suggestions fOr

coping with classroom organizational and management problems Will- be

found at the end-Of cliapter 4.
'To illustrate the doze procedure, let u assume a teacher wish0 to find

' out if relatively -simplified unit books in world history (such as those by
Johnson et al. 1976) would be understood by.a group of senior high students
with readingi4blems. Presen* in a somewhat abridged form, a clo2e pas-
sage dealing with a narrative 'approach to African histoy, drawing on oral
traditions, might look,like this:

Cloze laventory

"Sit down, please," thestory ,teller said quietly. Two cif, the young

were laughing at a
2 3

The- adults weie trying get them quiet

with success. "The moon grows

"My story is long
6 7

high."

and full," the storyteller
5

wish to start Before the moon is too

' The maze technique for assessing readability in terms of pupil performance

on specific materials is similar to the doze procedure. You may choose a dele-

tion system of every fifth word or delete as few as every tenth word. However,
a multiple-choice format is used. For each blankthree alternatives are pre-

sented to the student in random order. (1) the corrept word, (2) an incorrect
word of thesame grammatical class (tor example, verb, noun preposition),
and (3) an incorrect word of a different grammatical class. While doze is
easier to prepare, experience indicates that maize is less likely to.cause appre-

1

41,
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hensidn, particulirly among younger. children. It is easier to- select a correct
word replacement- from a multiple-choice item than it is to write a correct
sword in an empty space. Suggested maze readability cutoff points (Feely-.
1975) are 92 percent or greater. independent lev'el, 80-91 percent. insiruc-
tional level; 75 percent or less: frustrational lever. -:

An alternative scoring s)istem, based on Guthrie's research (1974), should
be used if the rhaterial. to assessed is written in a fairly,straighttorward
narratWe style. This system indicates that an optimal instructional level may
be found within the range of 60 to 70 percent. If the'student readTat 50
percent accuracy qr below, the material is too difficult, on xpe ?ther hand,
if a score above 710 percent is attained, the material is probably, toot easy.

Maze passages may be sortes:Oat shorter than eloze paslages, usually num-
bering 100 to 120 words, depending upon the deretion 5y:stem. They should
be selected from representative parts of a book or icle not previously read
by the students. The folloing maze exercise wa
elementary social. studies text (Senesh 1973b, p. 159 with a readability level

rived f
ry

.from an upper

of grade five, according to the Fry Graph. i.. ,

Maze Exercise: The Plantation Syst; m
.

s

A

farming . sound
For over 300 years, Jumping was the most important way of earning'a

gone' no .Swim ,o'

jiving. It first farms in the lake were plantations along the white rivers.
The t

south

last
I

tidal

grind
oneup

A plantation is a large farm that produces five or two major crops.
those

.

.

there,
None fast

.

Send plantations specialized in raising tobacco. Others specialized in rice;

,

Some

indigo
f er or cotton. They received

ever

needed

bought the goods they sold
. time

W[plAtations. Choirrsldkerentwere scarce
Hardly 1

.--
and weed the big crops.

fall .

I t

cream

bjgger . he

umbrellas frdm the crops,. Then house
income

'

they,

stroskg 1

f rom England. It w4 diffikt to run the
friendly

a trail
. It took some lot,o1 wotkeifto brag

; :

crop '" plant

1 .
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READING IN THE SOICIAL STUDIES

t poor i Pen
0

.

In the 1i600s, many fire English colonists came to Poland. They could

sick , America

,t . hardly
nb pay their fare across the ocean.

\ his

Standardized tests as sources of information. On occasions, social studies

,teachers may wish to make use of the results of standardized reading tests in

planning instruction. However, caution should be exercised, for standardized

'tests measure specific types of reaaing behavior which' may not be clolely

related to reading skills required in social studies classes. Still, as Robinson

(1975) suggests, standardized tests may be used to obtain tentative initial

information about a,class (provided the teacher is alert to the limitations of

these tests and the hazards of categorizing students according to national
k.

norms).
Some survey tests; such as the Iowa Silent Reading Test, revised (Farr"

1973), present useful information not only about vocabulary, but also about

"directed reading," which measures pupil-proficiency in the use of library

resources and the dictionary and assesses, ability to "skim and scan," or ob-

tain information rapidly from encyclopedialike articles. For critical reviews,

of specific reading tests, teachers should consult the appropriate section of

the most recent editions of Mental Measurements Yearbook (Buros 1972),
".-,.

Other useful sources of _iriformation concerning the selection, uses and limita

tions of standardized tests are foun4.irt the, Bibliogi'aphy.

Developing' inventories of skills. In some situations, neither commercial

tests nor scores are readily available to social studies teachers, and it may be

helpful for teachers to know other procedures for establishing the reading

ability of their students. One procedure, the Group Informal, Reading In

ventory, is included in Appendix B for those Who wish' to assess students'

specific skills. This, is a rather comprehensive systembdt several other quick,

rough proceduies are presented here that can also be of help.

. Teacher-made test of student reading ability. This is a simple reading test

thae'any teacher can devise. The steps for determining reading speed and

comprehension with this procedure are the following:

1:-Select a representative section from the ciass's text to be used

as a directed reading exercise. .
2. Count and, indicate the cumulative number of words for each

lineup to 1,000 words. ,
3. Set the time lirnit for the exercise at ten minutes.
4. Duplicate and administer the directed reading exercise. As the

exercise is being administdred, say "Stop and check the line being

read" at the end of three minutes and again at the end of six

minutes. ,,

20.
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5. Provide for exact timing, good motkation, and no interrup-'
tiOns during the administration of the test.
6. Prepare an objective test (including questions of both factual
recall and interpretation) over the passage. Administer it prompt-,
fy after the reading is finished. (Reading speed is determir4d by
dividing the number of words read by the number -of minutes
given in step 4. Comprehenslon is thus determined.)

Since norms for reading rates tend to vary according to the nature of the
content and type of comprehension checkno precise criteria are available to
assess reading rate. However, a rough gauge may be obtained from analyset,
by Harris and 9i2lay (1975, p. 549) of ,median rates of reading on standard-
ized tests. Compide the reading rates of your students (according,to grade
level) with the meclian rates shown in the following in words per minute:

Grade 2: 35 wpm ,".,p,rade 5: 145 wpm Grade 8: 188 wpm
Grade 3: 75 wpm trade 6: 171 wpm Grade 9: 199 wpm
Grade 4; 120 wpm Grade 7: 176 wpm Grade 12: 216 wpm

Tbese guidelines are derived from standardized tests with the lowfst me-
dians. If a student's score falls substantially below these guidelines, you may
assume that his or her reading rate is too low. It must be emphasized that
reading rates maybe affected by other reading skill deficiencies. Some stu-
dents may be inefficient in lariguage processing and read virtually all materials
at the same rate (a characteristic of reading "inflexibility"). Provided that,
comprehension is not adversely affected, such students can benefit from in-,
struction in how to accelerate and/or adapt reading speeds to different pur-
poses incl. content. Further information on this topic will be given in-the
discussion on improving comprehension in chapter 4.

Quick group-screening surveys. For teachers who lack the time to prepare
group reading inventories, alternatives may be found In various quick reading
surveys (Harris and Sipay 1975, pp. 168-69). In the elementary school, teach-

' ers may use a combination of an oral reading survey and i silent reading
comprehension check. Each child may be asked to read, out loud, three or
four sentences of a given text, at sight. Then, children may be asked to
silently read a short selection at the beginning of the book. As each pupil

. finishes, he or she should close the book and look up, thus making identifi-
cation of the slowest readers possible. After all' of the pupils have finished
reading, the teacher may quiz the children by asking several short:answer
questions. This procedure should accomplish two objectives. It should give
a rough measure of the suitability of a particular book for a given gaup, and
it should identify readers whd need individual assessment and help.

Observotibn. Skilled and experienced teachers are often able to determyie
4, from observation of individual pupil reading behavior certain advantages and

disadvantag8 in using a given set of materials. An observation checklist may
be helpful,in focusing attention on possiblesources of reading difficulty. Sam-

f
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I'
mple checklists have been developed by Miller (1974, pp:41-45) and may be
reproduced for, classroom use. However, Miller's checklists should be adapted

to social studies content needs, thisis not difficul4 and simply involves select-

ing those skills that jppear most relevant to social studies, including, for
example, acquiring sight vocabulary (recognition of specialized social studies

terms), locating inforrslation in the text, and using reference aidS in the
library.

Graded word lists (sight words). Sight words.or words contained in graded
word lists are those that the pupil should be able to recognize at once. This

assertion is based on the assumption that, to be a competent reader,
va

student

, .n .54 have a good stock of sight words. There are at least three ways a social

studies, teacher may use sight-word knowledge in individual assessment' (1) to. individual
approximate 'reading level according to standardized or clinically tested word

lists, (2) tq determine the suitability of a sociar',Stlidies text by assessing the
ability of pupils to recognize words randomly chosen from the glossary, and

(3) to ascertain the breadth of sight-word knowledgeof social studies terms
randomly selected from the glossaries of a graded seiles of textbooks.

Graded word lists are useful in obtaining a quick gauge of individual read-

ing level, but they have some drawbacks. They place v 4 emphasis on skill

in phonic analysis. Thus, for example, a student may be a le to "recognize"
the word government by pronouncing it correctly when it appears on a list

but may have no idea of its meaning.-In addition, one cannot always be lyre

what criW9 authors and publihers have used in "gyding" texts and mlte-

rials. r. . -4.....-
For teachers who wish to use a social'studies sight-word tenowledge assess-

ment technique, the following directions areoffered:

If

:),,
1. t you intend to relate pupil performance tograde level, select

a text'from a graded series; otherWise, your emphasis will be on
determining the suitability of a given text.
2. Randomly select from the glossary or "dictionary" (as it is i
termed in some-texts) every nth specialized vocabulary term until

you have at least t"Ny-five.
3. Type the words on a sheet of paper and glue them to card-
board to facilitate-frequent use. Make additional copies for use in

marking words that the student fails to Pronounce correctly..
4. I t is suggested that yptt,use Smith's criteria in interpreting the
results. Smith recorhmends a standard of 80 to' 95 percent ac-
curacy for the desired instructional level (Miller 1974, p. 132).
5. If you are using the list to obtain an estimate of reading levb1,
you should have a range of lists covering severa grades to accom-

modate variations in pupil reading skills. Also, rou should ask the
student to start reading from a list that you feel will cause little

22
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difficulty. The following examples (Senesh 1973a, 1973b) sug-
gest, in an abridged form, what social studies graded word lists
might look like:

apartment
candidate
court
business

city
customer
election
expenses

abolitionist
aerospace industry
arid

capital
ceremony
compromise

A

Cultural legion'
drought

abolitionist
alien

ambassador

campaign
charter
combine
constitution
corporation

Grade Three
factory
erhployee

",?txpressway

govemmiet
housing

indupial park
petitio
housing project

Grade Five
/ emigration

extended family
factory system
geologist

immigration
manufacturing
natural gas
permafrost

junior High School
democratic
epidemic
excise

export
independence
judicial
missionary
nationtsm

neighborhood
pollution
price

recycle
volunteer
profit
suburb
vote

plantation
proclamation
referendum

shareholder
social capital
specialize
synthetic
tidewater

nomadic
patent
propaganda
provision
ration
reason

tax

technology

1

19

A number of graded word lists are available from publishers and profes-
sional journals. The Slosson Oral Rea'cling Test (SORT) is popular with many
reading teachers and provides breading grade scores from primary grades
`through high school. (Sloson 1963). The San Diego Quick Assessment pro-
cedure, developed by LaPray and Ross (1969), covers preprimary through
eleventh grade. Other information about the use of graded word (its in the
social studies is contained in resource4 cited in the Bibliography,.
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Improving -Motivation to Redd

The topic of motivation is admittedly complex, scholars have even designed
theories of human behavior to account for motivation. However, the empha-
sis here is on classroom application of constructive and promising approaches.
To this end, four basic principles are identified and practical procedures for
implementing these principles are offered. Illustrations and descriptions are
provided for selected student activities, diagnostic techniques, and teaching
strategies.

.Motivational Principles

The four motivational principles emphasized in this discussion may be
summarized as follows:

1. Use materials and approaches that are responsive to and built :

on student interests.
2. Design and/or use strategies that demonstrate the relevance of
the, reading;;task in the social studies, focusing on the study and
discussionrof controversy and the clarification of values.
3. Help students who have negative attitudes toward reading in
the social studies and -1. tle confidence in their ability to expeil-tt
ence success in this area.

4. Encourage students to use language activities, such as role-
playing games, and listenlni more effectively. ArOuse curiosity
about the communication process, of which reading is an integral
part, and develop interpersonal communication skills.

Assessing Motivation ..

In dealing with the problem of motivation, there is no substitute for first-
. hand knowledge about students' interests, attitudes, values, and aspirations,
based on informal observation and personal interaction. Still, valuable and
essential insights can -be obtained from interest inventories, structured inter-
views, attitude scales, and even the circulation records of school libraries.
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Typical of the kinds of questions that may be asked in inter6t, inventories
are. Do you read a' newspaper regularly? R so, what sections i you read?

Other questions may be asked about preferences for school .-su s,,televi-

sion programs, and hobbies. Some writers advocate tij;ncomplete-sentence"
technique. The student is asked by the teacher to con*Jete such statements
as When I-read history (or government or geography), I ", or "If I
could read what I want, I would ." Teachers may use published inven-
tories, attitude scales, and incomplete-sentence tests or may create their own
evaluation methods. (See the Bibliography foradditional information,)

For teachers who wish to help individual students with reading probt ms,
a structured interview may elicit valuable information not only abilf.:1' in-

terests and attitudes buralso about the student's perception of his or her own
Unfortunately, many disabled readers.are also affljcted with a nega-

tive self-concept, fed by constant exposure to frustrating encounters with the
reading process. Recent research (Johns 1974) also suggests that the way a
student views the reading process may be related to reading problems, hence,
it is useful in interviews to inquire, casually, in an open -ended fashion, "What
du yoothink reading is?" The rwronse may often be illuminating, as indi-
cated by an excerpt from The drEe of Tim Enfield," a actual 'interview

reproduced later lb this discussion.
A study by Tovey (1976) based on. a psycholinguistic view of the reading

process contends that we use a "word recognition equals reading" model in
,--rteaching reading. This theory implies that reading is a "word calling process.'

You might find it helpful to include some of the kinds of questions Tovey
used in has study in you-r interview schedule: .

1. When you are reading, do you focus on every word? (In the
Tovey study, only five children, or 17 percent, indicated t

they did not look at every word they read.)
2. If you focus Otrevery word, do you think this is nece ary? If
you don't, do you think you should? (In the study, 53 ercent'of
the pupils continued to believe-that they should ok at every
word.)
3. Do you focus On every letter in every wore hile you read? (It
was reported that 57 percent of the children believed that they

'did look at every letter.)
4. If you look at every letter, do you think that this is necessary?
If you don't, should you? (Tovey revealed that 57 percent of the
children indicated that they look at every letter.)

Building en Students' Interests

As previ usly suggested, the first step in improving motivation is to obtain

information bout the concerns, preferences, and perceptions of individual,

I"
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students: This can be accomplished, of course, tin-oi,th survey-type instru-.
ments (interest inventories, attitude scales, and the like). Yet for more serious

--cases of reading peloblems, an individual assessment can be more productive;
it need not be time consuming and sometimes can be carried out in planning ,

or activity periods. The experience of one high schciol social studies teacher
bears`this out, as indicated it excerpts from a case study (Lunsteum 1975).
.The case illustrates what can be done by building on the interests of a stu -'
dent, considered by many to be' a seriously disabled reader, to attack the
problein of poor motivation.

The case of Tim Enfield. Tim, age sixteen, had sotnehow managed to get
to the tenth grade, although all indications from test data suggested that he .

had a reading level of grade two. He was generally considered- a discipline
problem and viewed b,' some teachers as hopeless. When he appeared in his
social studies class, he asked to be moved away froth other students.,Still, his
teacher felt that Tim had some potential and set about the task of finding out
more about him: The results of the interest inventory conducted are summar-
ized below:

Tim's interest in reading is quite limited (in school and out). In
fact, he expresses an aversion to books. His reading at home
seems to be confined to TV Guide and magazines dealing with,
firearms. he is interested in.hunting and fishing. He also has some
interest in drawing, -primarily cartoons. He has mentioned using

coppographical maps. Subjects liked least in school included En-
glish, math, and science. Elt has a motorcycke which he rides

, frequently after school. Preferences in music \include country
and western..

Tim's oral reading of social studies materials (even.at fifth-grade read-
ability level) was characterized by numerous "miscues"omissions and sub-

, Aitutions. (The technique of miscue analysis is discussed later, in chapter 4.)
"read reluctantly, undelimuch tension, and showed anger and frustrationk40.;ti....., ,

on4pnre oecasioqswahila few whispered four-letter Words.
'4 4: A 2,1)e:t4c13er begins by raising questions about

Tim's interest in guns a

Teacher: One of the thin I wanted to ask ylivaMtikiteiWity''qi.itaad-
ing problem is how you managed to obtain all this information
about guns. You probably didn't get it through a lot of reading;

Tim: No.

Teacher: Did'you talk tf, a lqt of people about it? ,

Tim: Yeah, I talked! to a lot et people and jes herded it up ... picked it
up here and there and that he way I got it.

Teacher: Would you tell.me, whit are some of the guns that you have in
your collection?
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Tim: I got Brownings, Remingtons, Mossburgs, Winchesters, Colts and
Kentucky muzzle loader pistol ankuh, a little Russian-made der-

ringer, both with black powder.
Teacher: You told me earlier you were interested in the uses of black pow-

, der and you were talking about the Kentucky rifle. You mentioned

that in addition to the Kentucky rifle there was another rifle used

the Frontier ...
Tim: Yeah, the Hawkins.
Teacher. The Hawkins? O.K. And what was, the difference_ between the mus-

ket and these Frontier rifles? A

Tim: Well, the Hawkins had a heavy barrel on it. Really, what that was
good for was the Mountain Men .. . always kept getting knocked

off their horses by .trees 'n stuff and the stocks kept breaking off or

they'd break a barrel or somethin'. And they had to have a gun

heavy enough and sturdy enough to go out and knock down-some

of -this North American big game like grizzly and moose 'n stuff
' And The little forty-five caliber Kentucky flintlock wasn't heavy

enough. And it was too long to nav ... navigate through brush and

that undergrowth, -so they had to have a gun heavy enough and

short enough to get the job done.
Teacher: O.K. Very interesting. Let's come back to your. reading for a mi-

nute. What do you do when you come to words you don't know?

Tim: Try to figger it out, but mostly ask Somebody.
Teacher: O.K. Um, what do you think reading is?

Tim: Hunh? Well, I guess jes readin' words.

The preceding-intervitw contained several surprises for Tim's teacher. First,

Tim's speaking vocabulary was more extensive than his reading vocabulary.

His use of the words ."navigate," "derringer," "undergrowth," and so on
underscored a verbal facility not previously observed in class. Secondly, a
surprising factor was the depth of his knowledge about firearms, acquired

through listening skill (later verified by a listening comprehension test, hich
placed him at the level of grade eleven).

Far too many poor readers such as Tim have seemingly learned in school

to view reading as simply a word recognition (or word calling) process. Later

in the interview, other questions threw light on Tim's language processing

skill. He
that

asked what he did when he came to a word he didn't know and

replied that mOst of the time he would ask somebody; clearly, he did not

know how to use context to obtain meaning. This was further confirmed by

his response to The question, Do you look at every word when you read? Tim

replied yes. (This question refers to an "average rate of reading" not an in-

tensive, precise seed.) When asked about his reading, Tim said despondently,

"I got to. more or less struggle, Most of my teachers think I'm dumb." He

8
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traced his problems in reading back to second .grade when, in Tim's words,
"The teacher keptigrillin' on all those rules about what sounds those letters
make."

Tim's case reflects the classic problem of negative self-concept in reading..
He had consistently experienced failure in reading, most teachers expected
him to fail and, finally, his bask reading strategies were inefficient. The goal
for his teacher was to find opportunities for Tim to Use his interests and
str ngths to experience success. Specificilly (with some help from a reading

ecialist), his teacher developed the following activities. Tim began to use
his interest and skill in drawing to create cartoon's of historical events and
people and provided captions for those cartoons, which were then displayed
in class. A modified "lahguage experience" activity was created in which Tim
dictated his interpretation of one of the historical cartoons. The interpreta-
tion was transcribed 'and presented to TiM in typewritten form as a reading
activity. (The language experience approach is treated in more detail later
in this chapter.) Arrangements were made for a volunteer tutor to assist Tim
with improvement of basic reading skills (for example, expanding sight vo-
cahklary, learning to use semantic and structural cues in reading, and so on).
The content material chosen initially was, basecron iitgl'S interests, on fire-
arms and their relationship to history.

Resources that draw on a broad spectrum of interests include music, art,
newspapers, and trade books. The possible applications of these resources to
the teaching of reading skills in the social studies are suggested briefly in,the
following pages.

Music. Music has been found effective in the early eleinentary years in
developing an oral vocabulary, and in providing experience with a common
phrase structure and syntax pattern. In elemetary glades and junior high
school, folksopgs with historical settings, or themes may be used to generate
interest and, at the same time, introduce basic reading skills. In-one case (Ritt
1974), the teacher used the folksong "I'M a Good Old Rebel" to encourage
pupils to study lyrics :fhey then practiced placing words and sentences in a
logical arrangement in the song; they also evaluated the rebel's motives and
attitudes toward the federal goYernment and looked for historical bases dur-
ing Reconstruction for the reference in the lyrics to "Iyin', thievin' Yankees."

In high school, teachers may use contemporary music and lyrics such as,
those found in Arlo Guthrie's "Motorcycle Song" to probe differing concep-
tions of values. Not only are contemporary themes reflected in popular music,
but, as one authqr suggests, "a primary source for futuristic images within the
youth culture may be found in the lyrics of popular songs" (Cooper 1975,
p, 277). Using Cooper's suggestions, one might examine in United States
history and government classes the theme of political power and the role of
the individual in the future, as reflected in the music and lyricsO(such songs 11

1,4
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as Alice Cooper's "Elected," Tom T. Hall's "The Monkey That Became Presi-

dent,"andRay Stevens' "America, Communicate with Me." Thg use of music
to evoke emotion, instill nationalistic pride, and 'develop a feeling pf unity
can be an interesting subject of study, and one that is directly related to
historical movements. For substantiation of this claim, one need only point
to the impact of "We Shall Overcome" on the civil rights movement and to

the effects of some of the songs used by unions in their efforts to organize
American workers. -.

Art. Art and art-related activities have also been used to improve motiva-
tion to read in the social studies. In the case study presented, Tim Enfield's
teacher made use of his interest in drawing to encourage him to create origi-

nal cartoons' of historicial,problems and events. Tim also provided captions
idr his cartoons and discussed the interpretations with his classmates.

Creating color/line repceseOtations of concept has been recommended by
Simon, Hawley, and Britton (1973, pp. 145-47), who feel that the selection

of colors,and manipulation o aterials "may deepen one's self-understanding

as welt as one's understands of the concept."' After the process of creating
such representations is explained, these writers propo'se that students do an
exercise in which they depit "mother," "love," "sex," and "war." More
appropriate to lower grades, hiwever, may' be the depiction of such themes
as , cooperation and cdmpetition. leathers may choose to portray other words

and concepts appropriate to the level of maturity of their pupils and the con-
tent of their courses. Another approach to the use of at in the social studies

is exemplified in the use, by Massialas and Zevin (1970), of slides of paintings

and art objects, as "visual evidence" to encourage students to hypothesize
about differing conceptions of,warfare and to cdntrast two societies, Britain

and China. , ,

. Newspapers. *Newspapers are clearly a popular mass medium of informa-'
non. Building on be tendency of many to turn to newspapers to satisfy

needs for information, Berry man (1975) has developed modules that provide

social studies te4chers 'tti numerous suggestions for using newspapers ip

their teaching. The odulesmany of which are suitable for grades five
through twelvecover diverse topics, ranging from an analysis of groc'ery
advertising (consumer, economics) to an analysis of editorials (politics and

government).
One particulagy Anteresting module that miect be useful with "reluctant"

readers Iii sociat.studies.clas'ses deals with the study of comic strips. The ob-
,,

jectives stress that, students. be able to establish categories for classifying the

strips ,aner identify the values and social attitudes reflected in them. With

assistance from the teacher, the students place the cartoons into appropriate

categories (such as humor, adventure, satire). Atshes.s.arne time, they look for

old stereotypes (for e)smple, Machismo) ,or new, emerging stereotypes (for
example, the super' ,voman). The module ,could also be modified m include a

/ .
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comparison of comic strips over several deyades to illustrate the changing
ways in which ques and morals are reflected. This module, with the varia-
tions suggested, could conceivably be incorporated into the study of the..)
emergence of the newspoer in American historya topic usually treated in
a dull, faclual manner by textbooks on United States history.

Trade books. Other students may be motivated to read in the social studies
class by becoming acquainted with the world of paper cks. ThrougAiskilk
fully written biographies and historical fiction, paperbaM can translate what
is dull Ad sterile in textbooks into vivid, meaningful spectacles of human
drama. In the ;works of one versatile author, Stephen Meader (Boy with a
Pack ,I1939l, Whaler Round the Horn [1950], Sparkplug of the Hornets
[1968]), may be found interesting junior novels that span two centuries of
American history. Laura frigalls Wilder (Little House on the Prairie 11953]) is
another author whose fiction is noted for its realistic treatment of the West.
Another rich and untapped resource is science fiction, with its vivid concep-
tions of alternative futures. Illustrative of what 'might be used to stimulate
reading and discussion about the relationship between humans and their
environment is "A-5%nd of Thunder" by Ray Bradbury (1971), one of the
most capable writers in the field of science fiction. Finally, a valuable source
of information for the teacher who wishes to interest the disadvantaged
reader in fiction and biography is George Spache's Good Reading 'Mr the
Distidvantaged Reader. Multi-ethnic Resources (1970). Spache is careful to
select high-interes't materials that are appropriate to various age levels but
that are, at the same time, relatively easy to read. This is a consideration that
all classroom.teachers of social studiesshould bear in mind in selecting books.
Using simple materials that appear "babyish:' to students is likely to under-
mine, not further, interest in reading.

Using Inquiry into Controversial Issues and Value Clarification

The role of controversy in denionstrating the relevance of the reading task
has been stressed by Shaver (1969A bored, apathetic student can sometimes
be stimulated when confronted with contradictory data that calls into ques- /
tion cherished- and usually unexamined- values. h follows, of course, that
the emphasis is on an ethical, constructive approach to the examinatibn of
controversy in order to enable students to better cope with conflict. Some of
the "new saial studies" materials have incorporated systematic, informed
approaches to the use of'controversy. Examples include the application of
behayioral data in Arnerkian Political Behavior (Mehlinger and Patrick 1974)
and the interdisciplinary, jurAprudential approich of Oliver and Newmann
(1969.1970).

Using controversy. a springboard approach. It is encouraging to note that
some publishers haye departed from what was once called the "gray flannel

3 1
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Cover" format, which produced dull social studies books devoid of any seri-
ous treatment of controversial public issues. However, the fact remains that
large numbers of textbooks, even today, are more intent on transmitting
information than on developing skills for dealing with controversy. There is
also the inevitable pressure to cover ground. Given'these conditions, a social
studies tqacher may still make good use of the "springboard" strategy, pro-
posed two decades 'ago by Hunt and Metcalf (1955, p. 361). "A teacher
watches the textbook," expl4in the authors, for appropriate descriptive
passages or other collections of data or theoretical generalizations, or contra-
dictions or discrepancies." The teacher's role then becomes one of promoting
"discussion by asking questions which reveal inadequacy in students' beliefs."

One application of this approah might be 'to encourage students to care-
fully examine a statement in their own text similar to this sfimmary state-
ment in Democracy and Communism (Chabe 1973, p. 98). "Democracy and
capitalism spread power among many individuals. This democratic 'spread of
power' means happiness,for more people more often." At this point, the
teacher might introduce data on increasing voter apathy and political aliena-
tion in the nited States and ask the students if they feel this'is a reflection
of "happiness" and "spread of'power." Other provocative questions posed by
the teacher, who assumes the role of a skillful challenger, might be. How
successful were we in spreading happiness and power among the people of
Viet Nam? and, How might this statement about the relationship between
capitalism, democracy, and the spread of happingt be vievhd. by a Soviet
youth, an Israeli youth, or an Arab youth?

Using controversy. a structured bpproach. Some teachers may prefer struc-
tured, inquiry-oriented activities when dealing with controversies. The follow-
ing ,activity (adapted from Lunstrum and Schneider 1969) capitalizes on
public interest in the mass media and conflicting views about the political
role of television.

Studying the Political Role of Television
Objectives. 1. Students will -prepare questionnaires that are free of bias to

sample opinions on a controversial topic.
2. Stud9nts will collect data on the relative importance of the
various mass media as sources of information.
3. Students will analyze and interpret,the,data derived fradhate,
survey.
4. In light df the datS, the students will examine their own as-
sumptions. 110

.Grade levels: Five through twelve (with some modifications).
Procedufes. T6 initiate the study, confr'ont the students with a series of con-

flicting and controversial statements about television and ask
them to analyze the, propositions on,the basis of their own con-

.

ceptions of the medium. Note the growing political importance

1-
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of commercial television anclexplaih that people often disagree
about what medium'OrTiolitical information (newspaper, maga-
zines, or television) is most reliable or trustworthy. Solicit stu-
dent opinions and encourage clarification of conflicting views.
Ask how they think others would feel and suggest that they
might be able to throw more light on the issue by surmeying
opinions in the school or community. Questions that could be
asked include:

a. How frequently do, you watch tele ision news broadcasts?
Daily

Frequently, but not necessarily dai
Occasionally
Rarely
Never

b. How often do you read the news portion of a daily news-
paper?

Daily
I

Frequently, but not daily
Occasionally
Rarely
Never t`

c. How often do you read the news portion of a weekly news
magazine such as Time or Newsweek?

Weekly

FreqUently, but not every week
Occasiohally
Rarely

Never

d. How frequently do you listen to radio news broadcasts?
Daily
Frequently,but not daily
Occasionally
Rarely
Never

e. What is the single most important source of news for you?
TelevisiOn

Newspaper
News magazine

Radio

Other (specify)
While the dlta derived from canvassing a particular class or
group is useful; a multilevel survey will yield data for interesting
comparative analysis. Suggested target samples are other classes,
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grade-level groups, alternative grade levels; teachers, parent's, and

random samples of local residents. Some possible questions to
pose in considering the data from multiple groups are:

a. Is televisi9n more or less important as a source of news in-
formation for young people (children or teenagers) in contrast
to adults (teachers, parents, or group x)r -

b. Which group Uses the most sources of information?
c. Does television appear to have more impact on people, even
though it is only oneof,the sources of news?
d. What general conclusions an you draw about the impor-
tance of television as a news medium for the groups surveyed?
e. What implications do your conclusions have for considering
television as a political tool?

Value clarification. Value clarification procedures, particularly the ap-
proach taken by Raths, ,larrniincand Simon,(1166), have been significantly
related to improvement self-concept and reading comprehension by recent
studies (Fitzpatrick 1975, Pracejus 1974). Since the model advoqated by
Raths et al. focuses primarily on interpersonal values, as distinguished from
inquiry into public issues, it may indeed foster a sense of purpose in reading,
for pupils attempt to make sense of the conflict that pervades private lives
and the public scene. As examples of this approach, two activities may be
cited as appropriate for elementary social studies classes (Simon 1971, pp.
902-05). One, Baker's Dozen, is described below.

Baker's Dozen
Objectives. 1. The pupils will recognize the personal priorities That influence

their decisions.
2. The pupils will explain the reasons for their decisions.

Grade levels: Three thrdugh six.
Procedures. Request each student to, list thirteen of his or her fkorite appli-

ances that require electricity. After all students have completed
lists,, instruct th4m to cross out three that they tould get along

4 without in the event of a critical potver shortage. After this, has
been done, tell the students to circle the three items that are
most important to them (for example, hair dryers, refrigerators,
terevisiony and to which -they would cling at the very)ast mo-
ment. The most important outcome of this activity, in Simon's
words, is "for each of us to know what we want and see it in
perspective of what we like less" (Simon 1971, p. 904). Related
activities might cover such topics as energy and conservation of
natural resources.

A second value clarification activity, Personal Coat;of Arms, is designed to
help students better understand some of their most strongly held values and

34,
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to grasp the importadce of publicly affirming their beliefs. The exercise is
intriguing; it requires students to place stick figures representing various
aspifations or beliefs in sections of a shield. (There is ho emphasis on artis-

"tic skill.)1 In one section, the student is asked, for example, to draw two
pictures-L'one showing something he or she does very well and one he or she
would like to do very well. In another section, students are permitted to use
four words to indicate what they would like to have people say about them
"behind their backs."

Helping Students to Experience Success

This principle is, of course, related to the other three principles described.
Still, it deserves separate emphasis, for, as explained in the analysis of re-

;search proviided.in Appendix A, some teachers unwittingly, assign materials
that are at a frustrational level to disabled readers. To .maximize students'
opportunities for success in reading; the teacher should carefully select in-
structional materials that are not only welt written, objective, and accurate,
but also comprehensible to the majority of students. As'previously noted,
this requires that the teacher make es5irnates of the readability level of texts
and use doze, maze, and other procedures to effect a suitable match between
pupil ability and materials. In addition, the teacher should have some knowl-
edge of alternative materials that can be used to help those pupils Lc:1r whom
the textbook is too difficult. This may mean using social studies'skill develop-
ment exercises such as those prepared by Herber (1973). These activities
cover a range of skills and readability levels from grade two through eight.

Restructuring and individualizing materials. An option available to the
social studies teacher when alternative resources at lower readability levels
cannot be obtained is to restructure the text materials and provide individual-
ized learning packages. In addition, "learning centers" or "learning stations"
may be set up in both elementary and secondary classrooms. The centers
usually contain self-directed, self-pacing exercises, games, and puzzles empha-
sizing such skills as how to read a map or graph, use a glossary, and find
multiple meanings of social studies words. While this approach can be reward-
ing, it requires a substantial investment of the teacher's time. However, for
those who wish to inquik further into this,alternative, resources are provided
in the Bibliography.

Modified language experience approacill. An apprcych used by some teach-
ers to teach developmental reading skills in' the, early years may be modified

,and used effectively in social' studies classes. Called "language experience"

activities, these exercises capitalize on the pupil's oral language facility, this
in turn provides motivation because it demonstrates that whit the pupil,

'discusses is, first, significant enough to write about and, second, sufficiently
important to read about (Laffey and Geary 1976, p. 82). Stated simply from
the perspective of the student, language experience might be described in
these terms (Van Allen 1976):

CI
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What I can think about,
I can talk about.
What I can say, I can write.
What I can write, I can read.
I can read what I write and
What other people can write
For me to read.

In the'case study presented earlier, Tim Enfield in a tenth-grade social
studies class but reading at second-grade levelengaged in a language experi-
ence activity developed by his teacher. Tim studied the portrayal of the
Boston Massacre in his textbook, the well-known scene engraved and printed
by Paul Revere and used as propaganda to win colonials to the patriot cause.
He listened to a brief taped explanation,of whatNvas happening.-Tim then
looked at an excerpt from a British secondary school text (Robinson 1969)
and listened to a taped reading and explanation of the account that differed
markedly from the version of the colonists and also differed in some respects
froM his text. He was then asked, Suppose yodkwere a British cartoonist of
that period. How do you think you wduld)have shown this scene? Tim dis-
cussed' with his teacher what possible differences'inight be shown between
the Ameyican version and what a British artist would show. After several
days, Tim produced cartoon that clearly showed .the colonists in aggressive
positions, threatening a hapless British sentry who had no recourse but to
summon help. Tim was then asked to place on audiotape, in his own unre-
hearsed words, what he was saying in his "British version" of die Boston
Massacre. He dictated a brief account, which was'jthen typed and given to
him to read. To his surprise and pleasure (and that of his teacher) he read
the passage without any hesitations, omissions, or substitutions. He sensed
that the language experience story, which reflected his own oral pattern, did
not conform to the grammaticaktructure used in texts and wanted to make
some corrections to "say it better." Reproduced below isjim's explanation_
of his sketch of the Boston Massacre: ci

This is what happened at the Boston Massacre. This poor old
soldier was standing up there guarding the plank so nciiunauthor-
ized persons could get on board their boat and there was a whole
pack of bullies that come up thereand started making fun of him
and kicking dirt on his shoes and gettingliis uniform all dirty. So
the soldier ran for to get some help and these7eight soldiers came
up there with their grins and bayohets fixed -more or less to
frighten them away. But the bullies went anctgot help too. They
got knives, pitchforks, snowballs and stood 1.1:.ere throwing things
at those guys. One of the Americans got aiguri and fired. And the
poor old British soldier thought somebody got killed on theirlside and,they shot into the mess, too.

e;
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The basic procedures in adapting the language experience approach to so-
cial studies include the following steps. Ask the students to interpretrrxplain,
or describe, in their own words, an event, problem, cartoon, or issue related
to the social studies content being studied. The subject should be something
meaningful to the student. Younger children might be asked, for example,
to describe a field trip to a bank or how they felt playing the simulation
game, Powderhorn. These unrehearsed accounts are then placed on audiotape.
Then, ask the students to orally read their stories or accounts. Discussion fol-
lows between the teacher and student as to meaning and how the student
might change the story to.yriprove it. If this is used with a group, students
might read their stories aloud and discuss them. If students are unable to read
some of the words .they dictated, these words should be marked and later, if
time permits, a kinesthetic, tracing procedure can be used to develop sight
recognition. (This procedure is explained more fully in chapter 4, under the
topic of comprehension.)

.

A language experience also requires more time on the part of the teacher,
but it can clearly be a valuable tool in providing many disabled readers with
successful reading experiences. The teacher may also be able,to secure some
help in taping and transcribing stories from teacher aides, volunteers, typing
classes, and even older students. Some teachers have taught entire social
studies cla'sses with language experience activities. (One interesting account
of such an approach in a seventh-grade class is proviZted by Frankel (19741.)

Personal classrgom Journals. Another modification of the language experi-
ence approach is 'the use of personal classroom journals. Jesse H.'Lott, a high
school social studies teacher in Tallahassee, Florida, has effectively applied
this strategy for a number of years with students of varying abilities. He pro-
vides the following explanation of his procedures (Lott 1977):

Each Student is asked to acquire a spiral bound notebook for use
as a journal. Students use their journals (1) preparing for a class
discuSsion, by reading over the springboard article, cartoon, part
of the textbook, etc., and writing their responses; and (2) follow-
ing a class discussion or event (e.g., field trip, guest lecture, etc.)
by writing out their responses. The journal.is, first, a way of com-
municating with self. More specifically, this means that the jour-
nal is: (1) an interpretation of daily class activities, (2)iseries of '
questions: about the^-daily class activities, (3) an opportunity to
make comments on the daily class activities, (4) a way to express
oneself through an "open letter" to others, and (5) ip roduct of
the student's personal growth. "I learn ... "

WhaVgoes in the journal? The working of the student's mind.
From simple recall of information to flights of the student's
imagination, from experimental growth in thought to the analysis
of line drawings, plus these moments of discovery that lead to

1/4.
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creativity. Ali of these activities and more await the student's/
Own unique expression.

The journals students keep in Lott's classes in world history bear little
resemblance to the traditional, unloved student class notebooks. In this,case,
the instructor maintains-his otvn iournal, which his students may examine;
he reads the journalsr recording his comments and raising questions. Students
sho,w, great interest, according to Lott, in what their classmates have had to
say in their journals, and, on occasion, an opportunity is provided for stu-
dents to read other journals (with the consent of the students concerned).

Students with reading and learning problems and those who are academi-
cally successful find in their journals a valuable medium of self-expression
once they recognize that their instructor is seeking to open a dialogue and can
be trusted with their Observations. When students reveal their personal con-
cerns, Lott feels they are establishing what some theorists call a "key vocabu-
lary." (Appendix C provides more specific information on procedures for
maintaining journals and also includes excerpts from selected journals.)

xpanding the Use of Language Activities .
and Stressing Interpersonal Skills, in Communication °

In improving reading skillsor , any kind of instructional program the
classroom climate must ensure that the student feels accepted and respected.
This specifically means respect for the student's language patterns and cul-
ture. A related factor is what Meredith (Smith, Goodman, and Meredith 1970,

pp. 11-12) believes is the universality of the human need to communicate.
"The more opportunity the child has to communicate," he explains, "the
more he will develop in the use of language and the more acceptable Will be
his language by adult standards. He needs to be spoken to, listened to, re-
sponded to." Another authority in the field of language learning has argued
that students should use language far more than they ordinarily do In class-
rooms. He explains that the only way to encourage language experience and
feedback is to "develop small group interaction into a sensitive learning
method" (Moffett 1968, pp. 12-13). Unfortunately, notwithstanding such
recommendations, it seems likely that in some classes students still spend an
inordinate amount of time listening to teachers or to other students answer-
ing questions. There is, indeed, as Hoetker and Ahlbrand (1969) showed in
their study, a remarkable persistence in the recitation mode of teaching. .

Role playing and simulation. In many of the "new social studies" pro-
grams, teachers will find resources designed to encourage relevant, informed
small group interaction and extensive language use. Even in the more tradi-
tional field of history, there have been significant developments. For example,
in a new approach to world history developed at Indiana University, a num-

ber of carefully ,designed role-playing situations and simulation games have
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been used. One particularly intriguing applicition of role play ing engages the
students in a vivid trial of Napoleon (Thompson et al. 1974, pp. 78-81). The
trial is, of course, fictitious; but the issues raised in the trial are solidly based
on history. From all reports, students play their roles vigorously, and some-
times heatedly, in this courtroom scene.

There is, of course, a wide and varied assortment of programs'available.
Among the 'games that might be cited as examples of those that promote
thoughtful, productive forms of group interaction is James Coleman's Game
of Democracy, in which students in grades eight through twelve negotiate and
bargain in order to pass legislation in which their constituents are interested.
In the elementary grades, other simulations focus on the decisions of con-
sumers and even the problems of Appalachian miners.

.

Teachers neect not limit themselves to games available from commercial
sources. For children in the primary grades, the folktale may be combined
with role playing and. creative dramatic activity. For example, children can
be introduced to the concept of cultural diffusion if they note how different
versions of the same story or different interpretations of the trickster/hero are
found in different cultures. Almost universal are animal tales, appearing in
different for,ms in various countries (Carlson 1972). One popular character
featured in many stories is Ananse the Spider, others are the tortoise and the
turtle. Children may re-enact the stories with masks of paper bags or papier
mache. . .

Interpersonal communication skills. TO emphasize the skills required in
effective listening behavior, an adaptation of a communication experiment,
Rumor Clinic (Pfeiifer and Jones 19,74, pp. 12.14), can be carried out.

Rumor Clinic
Objectives. 1. Students will be able to identify the distortions in the process

. of transmitting information from an original source, throUgh
several persons, to a final destination.
2. Students will be able to explain the concept of selective per-

.
ception.

Grade levels: Upper elementary thrzough secondary.

Procedures: The teacher asks for or recruits six volunteers to serve as the
subjects of the experiment. The rest of the class serves as ob-
servers. (In one variation, the entire class can participate in the
experiment.) .

...

Five students leave the classroom and remain in the hall or
another room until called. The message to be transmitted is then
read to the first volunteer and shown to the observers. Called a
"teacher's report," the message contains a descriptioh of a fight
that started in a class and the teacher's frantic plea to the princi-
pal for help.

0
%...0.,...,
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Teacher's report: There has been a'fight in my English class
between three Puerto Rican boys and three white boysAnglos.
Somebody pulled a knife, but one of the boys knocked it down.
Two Puerto Rican boys are injured and bleeding and I have sent
someone to call an ambulance. I can't leave my room because
the class is very tense and I'm afraid some groups froni the
neighborhood may hear about the fight and force their way in

school. I have sent the three white boys to the principal's
office. Would you pass the message along to the Main Officb.
Tell them to send for the-policefastl

The first volunteer calls the second into the room and tells
what he or she has heard. The second then calls the third volun
teer into the room and so on until the message reaches the last
(sixth) volunteer, who plays the role of the principal. The
"principal" writes what he or she hears on newsprint or the
blackboard. The original report is compared With the last ver-
sion. The observer'`s report in the debriefing session On the
manner in which the message. was changed in transmission and
speculate on the reasons for changes,

This experiment is reminiscent of the one carried out by Allport and Post-
man in the 1940s to assess the tendency of some Americans to transfer stereo-

typed images of minority groups (Allport and Postman 1947). the findings of
Allport and Postman might be explaine4 to the class. Slobin (1971, p. 104)
sums up the kinds of changes that occur in remembering stories in such ex-
periments:

There is a levelling: many events drop out, the story becomes
much shorter and schematic. But at the same time there is
sharpening: some details achietie a peculiar sort of salience, and
are repeated time after time in retelling. There is assimilation to
schemata or stereotypes or expectations.

An interesting variation of this experiment may be found in Images of People,
prepared by Sociological Resources for the Social Studies (1969).

Another activity that play be used to foster interpersonal skills in com-
munication is' brainstorming" a group problem-solving activity designed to
encourage a varied number of ideas or solutions to a problem by suspending
criticism. Following brainstorming, the ideas generated are carefully scruti-
nized. This technique could be based on actual, butcdisguised, historical
incidents, such as the invasion of South Korea by North Korea, or events
taken from today's headlines, such as the hijacking of an American plane in
which passengers are held hostage in a Latin American country.

40.
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Improving Reading Comprehension

No attempt will be made in this chapter to analyze the many complex factors
that affect comprehension in the sociag stud Nor will all the strategies
designed to address problems* comprehension be identified and explained
in detail. ,Instead, the authors have chosen to explain and illustrate those
techniques arisl strategies that appear to have thureatest potential for appli-
cation to social studies teaching without extensive training or preparation:
After a, brief clarification of the nature of comprehension, the discussion con-
siders. (1) a technique for.vsing psycholinguistic information in analyzing
comprehension and prescribog content-centered readiqg strategies; (2) pro-
cedures for r-developing vocabulary skill, inclikling use of context aids, mor-
phemic analysis, doze as an instructional rather than assessment procedure,
and game's to develop vocabulary skills, (3) activities for developing reading
skills at_the inferential and evaluative levels of co -prehension, (4) techniques
to be used in prereading and study exercises, (5) exercises to improve speed
of comprehension in the. social studies, and16) approaches to classroom
organization ,and. management that facilitate reading comprehension in the
social studies.

Comprehension
fer

,
Comprehension refvs.tothe corpplex process of obtaining meaning from

printed or spoken langu4eo It is a broad term that includes speCific proCesses
for deriving meaning andlikntifying leas of meaning. There seems to be a
tendency among reading specialists to distinguish, on the basis of logical
analysis, between literal comprehension (simple recall of what is explicitly
stated and inferential or interpretive comprehension ("reading between the.
lines"). HowevItr, one must concede that research to date hai'hot provided
much support for the oclear-delineati of subskills. What emerges from
analyses of research is the finding that, hile word knowledge may be dis-

k, tinguishable as a skill, other skills are not readily,differentiated, with the
exception of a category armed "reading as reasoning" (Harris and Sipay
1975;pp. 472-74). One analysis, using sophisticated factor analysis tech-
niques,

4
has indicated the possible existence of four skills. recalling word
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meanings, drawing inferences from content, following the structure of a pas-
sage, and recognizing a writer's purpose, attitude, tone, and mood (Harris
and Sipay 1975, p. 473). Even though the existence of clearly distinguishable
levels and subskills of Comprehension is not presently supported by a firm
data base, there is still value in providing opportunities for pupils to respond
.,to different types of comprehension questions. "When this is done," observe
Harris and Sipay (1975, p. 474), "students can improve their ability to reason
while reading many kinds of materials with a variety of specific purposes."

Using PSycholinguistiC Information to Improve Comprehension

The following procedure is derived from psycholinguistic research on
analysis of miscues in oral reading behavior (TorteIli 1976, pp. 637-39): There
appears to be a relationship between the use of oral language and the compre-
hensio6 of written language; miscues are viewed as responses in reading that
do notcoiricide with the intended response. By studying the relationship of
miscues io intended. responses, we can better understand how pupils gain
meaning from the reading process and, hence, can prescribe strategies to help
them. This procedure is intended for teacher use and is not intended 41 re-
place the more thorough and formal approach of Goodman and Burke (1972).

Directions for using simplified psychplinguistic analysis. (1) The pupil
reads aloud an unfamiliar paragraph or section of text or story. (2) The teach-
er records ten of the pupil's unintended meanings or substitutions on a sheet
of paper. It may be helpful to tape the reading and to play it back later. (3) The
teacher makes a simple analysis, as illustrated oh the sample checklist (which
was based on a social studies passage). First, the unexpected meanings or mis-
cues are listed. Then, the intended meanings or actual words in the passage
are listed. Under the category "language," the teacher determines if the unex
pected meaning sounds like language, that is, whether it sounds grammatically
"collect" when viewed apart from the question of meaning,. I ndica te "no "if the
substitution does not sound like language. Finally, the teacher looks carefully
at the meaning of the unintended reading. Does it, change the meaning of.the
passage, even though it is grammitically correct (sounds like language)? Indi-
cate "yes" if the meaning is the same as the author's. Indicate "no" .if the
me4ning is changed. (4) The teacher then records the number of unexpected
responses marked in the language column that resemble language and the
number of reading in the meaning column that coincide with the author's
intended meanings.

Teacher Recording of Ten Unittended Meanings

I The 2. trains 3 India -4. strengthened
This rapid development of trade and industry stimulated a de-

,
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5 best 6. tons

mand for better transportation. The new towns had to be fed, the

7. men fenced 9. shifted

new milts supplied with raw material, and the finished goods shipped

'10. marks

to marke,ts.

Sample Checklist: Intended Meanings

Miscues Readings Language Meaning

1. The this Yei Yes

2. trains trade Yes No

3. India industry Yes No

4. strengthened
5. best

stimulated
better

Yes

Yes

No
No

6. tons town Yes No

7. men mills Yes No

8: fenced finished Yes No

9. shifted shipped Yes 'No
10. marks markets No No

Total 9 1

From the example, it is apparent that our reader tries to use largely graph-
orThonic cuss (letter /sound relationships) to prodhe words that "fit in''"
grammatically. On the other hand, the reader's ability to use semantic (mean-

cues is underdeveloped, he or she has not learned hcik.v to focus on the

eanings of worth and is overdependent °Metter/sound relationships. Using

doze procedures to encourage the pupil to apply intuitive knowledge of
language and experiences or background is recommended. Use*of Inferences

P in reading should also be encouraged. Maps, political symbols, and pictures

cad be used to induce the reader to draw inferences and to predict alcd test

e meaning of words.

Improving Vocabulary and Related Skills/
t..

oval studies students face at least two persistent problems with voc4bu-
lary. ding the meaning of general vocabulary items thacvary in mean-

- Ong according to context (for ekliiiple, wing .and class)ond (2) understanding
"specialized vocabulary related to the field of study (for example, autocracy
acid monarchy). Experience indicates that many students with reaclins prob-
lems in the social studies have not learned how to use context aids -o5iciently!
Far too many seem overdependent'on phonic analykis skills (sounding out the
unfamiliar word). This is not to condemn the use oflhese basic phonics skills,
which are clearly essential and sometimes neglected, however, othet language

-
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.

cueing systems (semantic or meaning cues and grammatical relationships) are

required to derive meaning from social studies materials. Phonic skills, includ-
ing the ,application of rules concerning the use of consonant blends and sylla-
bication, are nut stressed here primarily because most social studies teachers,
except perhaps in the primary grades, will have neither the time nor the in-
clination to deal with this problem. For those who wish to pursue it further,
however, referInces are listed in the Bibliography.

A brief expllanation is in order concerning context clues. Various schemata_
have been proposed to classify such clues (Quealy 1969) However, most
clues appear to fall into three main categories (Emans 1969). (1) meaning-
bearing clues (drawing on the "sensd of the sentenci," synonyms, and so
forth), (2) language-bearing clues (structural or gramAatical elements), and
(3) orgarnzation4ues (relationship to main idea, for instance). The following
are selected examples of different types of context clues applied to social
studies content. The Italicized word is assumed to be the unfaMiliar word, the
meaning of which may be obtained from.a careful scrutiny of available clues.

Synonym clue. The homesteader, or settler, paid only ten dollars
for all this land.
Definition or description The congressman's conduct was Mex.
plicable. No one could tell why he was late.
Main idea and supporting details. Slowly, the first glacier built
itself up from biltioris of tons of, Canadian snow. The show be.
came packed into heavy ice by its`great weight.

In developing skill in using context clues, two approaches are recom-
mended. First, the doze procedure may be used to induce a student to...try
to figure out the meaning of wordsXleted from passages of material. A third-
grade level example of the instructional application of doze (from Senesh
1973', p. 25) is'

New people live in this neighborhood now. There are new stores
and tall office

One can, of course, provide additrbnal clues, if needed, to encourage students
to guess. The first two letters of the missing word might be supplied (tall
office bu ) or a multiple choice format used:

buildings
. . . tall office baskets

playgrounds

A junior -high level example of the application of doze is taken from Fersh
(1965, p.,92)-

India is not separated from Asia by water and is therefore not
considered a(n)
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An oral version of eibze may also be utilized, in which the.teacherludio-
tapes newscasts, commercials, and even sports commentaries. Then, wring
the playback, the teacher will stop at various intervals and ask how the sen-
tence can be completed. Comparisons can then be made with the actual
syntax on tape.and the class can determine if the prediction was syntactically
and semantically appropriate. This activity can be developed into a game in
which groups of studentscompete.

For students with serious vocabulary deficiencies, it is helpful to employ a
language experience activity in conjunction with the Visual, Auditory, Kines-
thetic, Tactile (VAKT) tracing technique developed by Grace M. Fernald
(1943). In this approach-which requires some individual assistance flom a

voluTiteel: tutor, an aide, or perhaps an older studentthe pupil develops an
interpretation of an event or problem related to the content of the course.
The interpretation, given orally, is then taped and transcribed for use as a
reading actiyity. The words in the account that the pupil is unable to read
are identified and one word is selected for tracing, according to the Fernald
technique. The teacher first writes or prints the word and then traces it,
-while pronouncing it and maintaining contact between finger and paper. The
student then follows the example of the teacher, tracing and pronouncing
the word several times. Then the student is given blank paper and asked to
write the word from memory and to use it orally in a sentence.

If the student responds to this approach (called "multisensory" by some)
and begins to build a sight vocabulary, he or she shbuld, in time, be able to
discontinue the tracing procedure and use context aids and structural dues
in word recognition. It is, of course, fossible to use this procedure to assist
groups of disabled or slow readers to learn specialized vocabulary words,
although it is not likely to be as productive as when used with a language
experience approach. Complete directions on how to use this tested clinical
tool in the classroom are provided by Gentry (1974).

An interesting and promising procedure to improve vocabulary and con-
cept development through the use of morphemes has been proposed by
Burmeister (1976). This author explains that a morpheme is the "smallest
unit of meaning in the English language" and that morphemes ntay be "free"
(capable of standing alone) or "bound" (prefixes, suffixes, and some roots
that must be attached to another morpheme to complete a word). While
students may have encountered bound morphemes in reading, it may not
have been apparent to them that these meaningful units may be combined
with others to compose pew terms.

The social studies teach. may employ morphemic analysis inductively by
listing on the blackboard the words automobile, automat, and autobiography
and asking what morpheme the terms have in common. Students then may be
asked to define auto (done*for or by oneself) and to apply it to ither known
elements to obtain meaning (for instance, autosuggestion). Other bound mor-
phemes frequently found in social studies materials may be used in context

4 -2
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and then studied as in the example above (for instance, crocy, meaning power.
and might).

' Two additional resources to facilitate the use of morphology in vocabulary
and' concept building are provided by Burmeister (1976). The article lists
"morpheme families" derived from social studies content and gives directions
for playing two interesting games, Morpheme Concentration and Morphetne
Wordo.

A concept-yocabulary development chart may also be introduced on occa-
sions (Rowell 1977). This approach may be used in both elementary and
secondary social studies classes to stress the development of skill iniategori
zationan essential element in concept formation (Hafner 1977, pp. 95-123).
An example of such a chart is provide&

III
4-

Figure 1
V

. Concept-Vocabulary Development Chart

Examine each of the words below. Then regrodp them under the headings
in the following coluinns according.to the degree to which you think the
words can be associated with or used to describe the 'same objects or condi-.
tians as those words at the top of each column.

governed

neg.otjate

represent

highlands
precipitation

Group 1

rainfall

moor $ treaty arbitration
mountainous ruled lowlands
elected settlesettle Senate
terrain disputed peninsula
humidity Congress island

Group 2 Group 3 Grbup .4

".. coastline

I

voted

..4 n
A- s,

armistice
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improving Comprehension at Inferential and Evaluative Levels

Two levels of comprehension that are essential to an understanding of
social studies materials are the inferential level and the evaluative level. Ac-
cOrding to the Barrett' Taxonomy of Cognitive and Affective Dimensions
(Clymer 1968), the inferential level requires that the student demonstrate
ability to synthesize the literal (factual) content using' intuition, personal
knowledge, and imagination as a basis for conjectures. or hypotheses. To
operate tin-an evaluative level, the student is encouraged to engage in critical
reading, that is, to make judgments concerning what has been read with
reference to accuracy, worth, truthfulness, and quality. clinfortunately, there
are indications that these levels still suffer from, neglect in instructional pro-
grams whi.--h place heavy emphasis on literal comprehension, or the recall and
recognition of details. .

Aokordingly, the following paragraphs include strategies or ideas suited
to both elementary and secondary grades for developing reading skills at
inferential and evaluative levels. For teachart. who seek more information and
assistance on the improvement of recific comprehertsion skills, such as
comparison-and-contrast and sequence, the Bibliography lists several

resource kits and media'packages.
At the inferential level of comprehension, one approach that has appeal in

the elementary, and possibly early junior high, level is i'le use of folktales,
or "prose narratves, as anthropologists call them. Folktales,are clearly
within the realm of the social studies, since they deal with the transmission of
Cultural values and sometimes serve as a medium of political persuasion.
"People's folktales," ,observed anthropologist Ruth Benedict, "are in this
sense their autobiography anil clearest mirror of their life': (Benedict 1931,
pp. 228-93). .

One procedure, proposed here as an4xample, is the study of a West Afri-
can folktale, The Man and the Mango Tree" (Holladay f1970). Written at a
fifth-grade readability level, the story still indirectly communicates a signifi-
cant lesson about the penalties of being unable to make up one's mind. The
teacher might. read the story while the children foll9w'by viewing a trans-
parency of the tale. Afterwards, the children might draw pi&ures depicting
what happened in the story (the man could not decide which frbiit to pick)
and then explore the meaning of the narrative. Similar strategies may be
followed in using folktales from Appalachia, New England, the Southwest,
and other regions of the United States (Chase 1956). In addition, a rich re-
source may be found in the folktales of other cultures (Carlson 172). Stories
may be recorded by children, played back to the class, and stopped in several
places for questions. How is this tale from Preece similar-to the one we-heard
from Mexico? or, Wh'at do you think will happenpext?

50
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To challenge more mature readers, the teacher may develop '"discovery
episodesg,"* at 'varidtis readability ley*, drawing on interesting historical
documents, letters to presents, and eyewitness accounts of major events.
Students may 'be placed in groups of three to five, givell the episodes, in
which explicit references to the identity ofthe author or the event have been
removed, and asked to determine from the available clues what was happen-
ing and who was involved. Students with reading difficulties may be given -
episodes that contain more clues and that are less complex. One epiiode used
sut.cessi y with sec-dndary students is basedon a Kikuyu story related by
Jomo Kenyatta -in Fixing Mount Kenya (1962). The storYis presented in the
form of a fable involving animals and a man, in reality, it served as apolitical
indictment of the British colonial policy in East AfriCa preceding the Mau
Mau rebellidn. (Appendix D contains an example of a discovery episode de-
signed to be used in upper elementary and junior high school classes studying
United States history.)
- Discovery activities may also be used effectively with doze and language
experience procedures to build reading skills. Summarized in the following
paragraphs are a number of activities which have been developed or adapted
from published materials and tested in classrooms with pupils with reading
problems. .

Site map:playing the role of archaeological detective. This activity is based
on materials contained in Patterns in Human History, developed by the An-
thropology Curriculum Study Project and published by Macmillan (1971).
The students are presented with an archaeological site map in which various
symbols and pictures depict what was left at the site. Students- then attempt
to determine who lived at the site, how they made a living, the climate, and
so on. They then record their findings and prepare a report. (Upper elemen-
tary through higkschool.)

Archaeological affects: speculating on uses. Even children in the early
elementary grades can be introduced to objects such as models of prehistoric
tools and can determine how they might have been used. Examples of arti-
facts are available in Patterns in Human History, the University of Georgia
has also develqped anthropological materials for elementary children in a
federally funded project (Rice 1968). (Elementary through junior igh.

Analyzing photographs. Edward 'A. Fernald (1972), a pr ssional eo-
grapher, has developed an interesting activity in whit children can gras

The term "discovery episode" has been associated with the inquiry movement in the
development of new social studies curpicula. Discbvery procedures, however, have not
been systematically used in the social siudies to improve reading skills, and much can be
done to utilize published material more effectively. For a rationale for, the use of the dis
covery approach in the social studies, see Massialas and Zevin (1967).

r
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the meanirfg of land use patterns (and the vocabulary associated with this
concept) by planning a freeway. The students study actual aerial photographs
of a location in Dade County, Florida prior to and after the construction of
an interstate highway. (Such photographs are usually available from state
agencies and planning commissions.)

Another application of this technique illustrates stages in the growth of a
city or ,region. In this activity, students study slides or actual photographs-
depicting life in Florida in selected towns from the civil war period' to the

ar i u ar ()cation
over a period of 100 yeari. Studenls are asked to list the objects they see and
then to note how these objects are related (categorized) and what terms (or
concepts) may be applied to them. (For example, the term "transportation"
may be applied to a list of such items as horses, carts, trains, and so on.)
Later, pupils are asked to note and record differences in various photographs
and to provide explanations. Int-strategy is derived from the concept forma-
tion approach developed by Hilda Taba (1967). Slides have been prepared for
this exercise frqm a collection of photographs in the State of Florida PhOto-
graphic Archives, Strozier Library, Florida State University. Teasherskwho are
interested in developing similar exercises may obtain information on photo-
graphic archives in their states by contacting state libraries or historical socie-
ties. Language experience strategies can also be used to encourage children to
dictate or tape accounts explaining how changes reflected in the photos oc-
curred in their community, (Upper elementary through junior high.)

Mystery Town and the missing heir. With the assistance,of both-reading
teachers and ocial studies teachers, a game has been developed stressing
develdpment o ill in using context to obtain meaning from historical
documents (Lunstrum 1977). The game involves students in the search for
evidence to locate the victim of a kidnapping. In the course of their search,

0
they examine fragments of old city directories, sk6thes of the town, and
other data. A doze procedure has been used to delete explicit references to
the identity of the mystery town and students must apply Skill iril,the use of
various context cues in solving the mystery and obtaining information about
the town -occupational structure, economic base, ethnic and racial groups
and so on. (Upper elementary through high school.)

At the level of critical reading, one activity that may be used in upper
elementary and secondary social studies classes focuses on a case study of
the memorable, well- publicized "War of the Worlds" radio broadcast, which
induced widespread panic in 1938, You might do the following. Have the
students listen to selected parts:of the broadcast while they follow the actual
script (Koch 1969) shoyn on a screen by an overhead projector. The students
are asked to identify di panic inducing elements of the broadcast (selection
of words, imitations of eyewitness news reporting, appeals to scientific
authority, study the defense ,or explanation offered by Orson Welles, the

.
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producer, and the Cblumbia Broadcasting System, and examine public reac-
tion expressed in letters to the editors of major newspapers.(See, for instance,
"Letters to the, Editor," The New York Times, November 2, 1938.) In addi-
tion, a role-playing activity may be created in which an imaginary hearing by
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is undertaken. This k not
entirely imaginary, for the FCC was urged to take vigorous action. Informa-
tion concerning this may be derived from accounts in The Nev 'York Times
shortly after the broadcast of October 30.

Other activities focusing on aspects of critical comprehension can readily
be devised. If the teacher or students have access to a shortwave receiver or
perhaps to a member of a shortwave listening dub, a "DXer" (Shaw 1975),
recordings may be made, and played back in class, of English-language news
broad,casts and commentaries from Radio Moscow, the British Broadcasting
Corporation; Radio Havana, and Radio Netlerlandto suggest only a few of
the more active government shortwave stations. Students can be asked to

note differences and similarities in coverage of controversial news events,
types of programs, and appeals to listeners. It would also prove interesting to
record, for pliyback and study in class, some of the clandestine, liberation,
or revolutionary broadcasts in different parts of the world. 'Possibilities in-
clude Freedorri Radio (Irish Nationalist, Provisional IRA), Voice of Ulster
(Orange, pro-British Northern Ireland), and, Radio Euzkadi (Basque national-
ist government in exile). Valuable resources for this activity are Hots to Listen
to thg. World (Frost 1972) and the current World Radio TV Handbook (Frost
1976). :

Contemporary and histo''ric political speeches can also be analyzed in terms
of Hugh Rank's "doublespeak" scheina of intensification and downplaying of
language. Rank (1976) contends that the traditional propaganda analysis
classifiCations, such as "testimonial" and "bandwagon," are outmoded. More
information abotit this approach is provided in the National Council of
Teachers of English publication Teaching about Doublespeak (Dieterich 1976).
(Appendix D contains an example of the application of the doublespeak
schema to social studies material.)

Pr''reading and Study Activities
.9

Prtreading activities refer primarily to exercises or procedures used to in:
-troduce a reading assignment, provide a sense of direction or purpose, and
give background, information -all of which are vital to comprehension.
Basically, there appear to be two kinds of prereading activitie§. those that
are ptimarily teacher-centered and those that are mainly student-centered
'(Hansel) 1976). Traditionally associated with.the teachercentered approach
are films, filmstrips, and introductory lectures. More recently, a useful tool

ger
introducik by Herber and his colleagues (1969) is the structured overview.
The overview is 1 diagrammatic representation of the "bask vocabulary of a
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unit so as to show relationships among the concepts represented by those .
words'.. (Estes, Mills, and Barron 1969). Figure 2 illustrates a structured
overview designed by Ronald J. Hash to introduce a unit on the gebgraph,y
of India.* The teacher's task is to clarify and explain the terminology and
show its relationship to the ideas that.will be covered. The structured over-
view is sometimes used in conjunction with the three-level study guide, to
be explained and illustratedfater in this chapter.

Student-centered prereading activities encourage students to discuss,.

think, or speculate about the content of topics tobe studied. Some dine
new social studies" programs use provocative case studies to confriSnt

students and to engage them in discussion of issues. Another example of this
appioach in the social studies may be found in the use of discovery episodes
(Massialas and Zevin 1967). The episode based on a Kikuyu folk tale des-
cribed earlier could be useful, fol. example, to introduce a unit on modern
Africa.

There have been numerous proposals and recommendations over the
years from reading specialists addressing the task of how to study or how to
read a Wilk. SQ3R, an acronym for the staas .Survey, Question, Read,
Recite, and Review or Reconstruct (Burmeister 1974, pp. 84-85), is a five-
step program frequently cited in the literature. There is,,of course, ab'Undant
evidence of the need for teachers in most subject areas to provide instruction
and practice in how to study the content of their disciplines. Unfortunately,
it seems widely and erroneously asumed att the task of developing study
skills belongs to someone else usually the Eng sh teacher. The authors regret
that it is not possible within the scope of this publication to do more than
suggest a careful consideratioA of the topic, using the sources indicated in the
Bibliography.

..

Another functional, or content-centered, strategy that anticipates the act
of reading and contributes to a sense of purpoe is the composition of reading
or study guides. Such guides,are designed to offer both structure and direc-
tion on three levels of comprehension ivithin,a lesson. These levels are identi-
fied in Herber's model (1970,13p. 62-63), described in chapter 2, but bear
repeating here:

Level 1-141eral understanding, or recalls:A factuai details;
Level 2interpretation, or the utilization of inferential skills; and
Leve/3application, or the, formulation of generalizations' and
the extension of the meaning oftoncepts beyond the immediate
context.

co

Hash encourages persons desiring more specific Information about stra!Cgles to contact
him. Write.to Dr. Ronald J. Flash, Assistant Professor of Secondary, Higher, and Founda

. - -
tions of Education, Teachers College, Ball State University, Muncie, Indiant,47306.
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A Structured Overvie"-*"w
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Ktinted by permission fr7 Hash 144, p.)52

The study guide is viewed as a strategy for adapting texts arittatterhiatel--
ials to the varying "vets of reading ability. Yet, it is To assumed that stu-
dents will never move bepard the literal level, the guide should.also assist in

'improving skill in reading.
Neither is it assumed that the teacher wilt-have the time or inclination to

prepare study guides on a daily basis, it is hoped, however, that the guides can
be used to intraduce,importaqt or difficutt topics. To aid in the study of how
a bill becomes a law, a specific guide, complete with questions directed at
each level of comprehension, was prepared.*

'Improving the Speed of Comprehension

Virtually every soal studies class will have its share of word' byword
readers who painfutly a d laboiiously engage in the overanalysis of each word
they encounter. Soial jtudies teachers who have heard these students read
aloud are all too familiar with the monotonous, labored pace, exhausting to
both reader and listener. Some students are possibly handicapped by the lack

4 an adequate sight vocabulary and basic wordrecognition skills and will re
quire,,special remedial help. Others can be helped if the teacher is willing to
invest a little time in developing and using appropriate exercises. Indeed, the
entire class might derive benefits from such activities.

*Reprinted with permission from Hash'1974, p. 159.

L
.
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Figure 3
Study Guide:

How a Bill Becomesra.Law
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Hoy, a Bill Becomes a Law

Directions: 140

t:1, broolcat ihe Oart above.
2. Pface a check-mark before the statements with which yip agree ill
the column marked

3. When instructed,, get into srhall groups and, as a group, reach_a
consensus on each of the statements. Place your answer in the col-
u n marked "group."

Le I 1: What did the' drawing show?
Group ,

1: A law iccalled a bill Liefore tt is alaw.'
2. Congress makes laws, -
3. Both houses of Congress must pass a.

I law.

Individual

e
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Leve 2: What does the drawing mean?
-I dividual Group a

4IP

1. A majority is needed to pass a law.
2. A rejection by the. House or the Sedate
kills a bill's chances of becoming a law.
3. A veto by the president 'kills a bill's

"-chances of becoming a law.
4. The president's signature is necessary in
order for a bill to become a law. -2-

5. A two-thirds vote _in both houses of Con-
gress is necessary to pass a4aw.over the pre-
sident's veto.

6. The president is a part, of the legislative,
process.

7. Congress is the legislative branch of the
national government.

Level 3: As agroup, disDuss and write out an answer to-the following
question: Why is a 66 percent vote of both houses needed to pass a law
over the president's veto, wh nly a 51 percent vote is necessary to

VC
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pass a law on to the president

It is important to bt flexible in adapting reading rate to the type of con-
tent and purpose of study. The term scanning refers to the tkhnique em-
ployed in.locatirig a specific date, name, or fact. The reader casts his or her
eyes quickly over the pages to pick out the detail being sought. For some, it
may be well to begin teaching this skill with simple tasks, such as fincl)ng
names in a phone book. Later, newspapers can be used, students May attempt
to quickly locate various types of classified advertisements. Once the skill is
developed, it should be applied to the teNt by using an index, reviewing for a
test, and other suth tasks.

Skimming is more thorough thansscanning. Skimming requires the reader
.to quickly view a topic or section cif.printed materTal in 'order to Obtain the
gist or overall view. In addition to looking for such technical aids as headings,.
subheadings, and topic sentences, the reader must also be able to bring scat-
tered data together in the form of a summary. Again, it is advisable to begin
with relatively easy material, unless the class is advanced. Exercises can be

auedon the TV Guide or selected sections of newspapers. Specific examples
of exercises to increase speed, utilizing social studies content at the upper
elementary level, follow.

Reading by phrase,dr,thought unit. ,The following exercise, (Russell et ,al.
1975, p. 245) is'designed to help thb word-by-word reader. Ask the student
or students to take in each group of words at one time,

1J

V

0
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The physical features of a place are another pari'
of natural ,envircintnenti. Physical features
are the natural things that make up the surface of the Earth.

'Physical features are mostly landforms or bodies of water.

Recognizing words. This exercise is suggested by Burmeister (1974 p. 243).
Ask the student to look carefully at the first word of each line. Then explain

ear tlkiiiiobject is to find and underline, as quickly as possible, the same word
-he` among the four words that foll&w. On some. lines. there will not be two ike

words. Tell the students that they should time themselves on the exercise.
The words can be taken from a glossary or index.

.

1. prediction preference environment Bible prediction ally
2. tabor loom labor 'pollution inventor profit
3. authority army observe class demand baiter
4. government legislature election war bap government
5. tariff veto frontier tariff secede rebel

" Finding the irrelevant word or phrase. This exercise is also offered by Bur-
meister (1974, p. 241). Students are told that in each numbered paragraph
there is an irrelevant word,or ph ase. They are to read as rapidly as:they can
to find and underline the irrelevin or nonsense phrase orsword. As they read,
the teacher should fecord five-seco d time intervals on the board. When fin-
ished-with all the paragraphs, the student should record the last time written
on the board. An example of one such paragraph follows:

Because the United States is a republic, Americans give authority
to leaders who represent them. We can also say that the United

mik States is, a representative democracy because it is a republic with -
federal and state constitutions that rge all people to use deodor-
ants.

Classroom Grouping and Management

A persistent, complex problem for many social studies teachers is hcniv to
carry on an organized, effective instructional program when their students,
vary in reading ability from nonreaders, or "functional illiterates," to advanced
readers. There is, of course, no,easy answer to this problem. It is foolish to
pretend that a teacher can be all things to all people-that he or she,can teach )
the nonreaders td read, phallenge the,, advanced students, and expand the
knowledge of the broad middle range. Nonreaders or those bf marginal read-
ing ability clearly need individual attention and special assistance which they
cannot obtain in a heterogeneously grouped class. Nevertheless, there Are Still
some constrdc tive measures that the teacher Arid the school can introduce.

Differentiated assignments. Assignment sheets can be clearly marked to
indicate minimal requirements and optional activities. A three-level study
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guide can be used to providetdirection and" refftforcement for students of
varying reading ability. ,

Ind idualized Instruction. "Task cards" and "job sheets" can be prepared
for in 'visual students according to their needs and abilities. Skill-develop-
ment ac ivities at varying readability levels are available from publishers.
Some tasks may focus on lidding literal meaning or details in a passage of
social studies text. Others may contain discovery episodes requiring students
to speculate an eaning and draw inferences. Learning centers may also don-
tain media eZerc or games that can be assigned, and activities and programs
can be prepare or selected on the basis of.the results of an informal group
reading inven ry or maze or cloze exercises.

Groupin Flexible grouping according tp criteria of skilLor interestcan be
introduce in order to carry out Certain reading-related activities in the class,

"such as conducting an opinion survey of
viewing local elected officials on, matters
planning a report.

Peer tutoring. Where critical proble
and resources are lacking td set up s cial

classmates or the community, inter-
of law enforcement or pollution, or

of severe reading disabilities persist
instructional programs in the school,

a teacher may encourage schobl., authorities to initiate 43 peer tutoring pro-
gram. lb this, students who are proficient readers devote.two or three hours a

week to taping passages of textual matefial for playback, helping recordand *
type language experience stories, playing social studies language games, and
the like.

A Co nclu dir4g Note
,-

Many social studies teachers recognize that to read and comprehend the
content of their field is a critical problem for large numbers of tudents. The
authors havd attempted to show the alternatives available to teachers fo de-
veloping and strengthening reading competencies in their discipline. Th deci-
sions that teachers make about relationships'between reading and learning in
their classes wiH significantly affect the CatiaGity of their students to grasp the
meaning and relevance of the vital issues alit will confront them as citizens.
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Appendix A

Review of Research

4

Readability of curriculum materials, affective influences on reading behavior,

critical reading skills, and cbriteht-centered instructional strategies are four

topics of special concern to social studies teachers who wish to help students

develop reading skills. Research on these four topics is discussed in the follow-

ing pages.

I.

- Readability of Social Studies Texts and Materials

In a broad sense, a variety of factors may, influence the readability, of a set

- of instructional materials. These factors include not only linguistic elements,

but also the interest and purpose ofthe reader, the format of the materials,

and so on. Some of these factors are difficult, if not impossible, to incorporate

into formulas. Hence, there has developed a practice of utilizing basically two

simple variablesword length and sentence lengthto clerk estimates of the

level of difficulty of printed materials. Research supports the utility of a num-

ber of such formulas for making "relatively good predictions of readability",

(Klare 1974-1975, pp.,97-98). Reliance on teacher judgments in determining

readability levelsa common practicemay contribute to erroneousestimates

This is brought out in a recent study of a sample of elementary teachers

(Jorgenson 1975). In this study, teachers were able to make fairly accurate
estimates for simpler materials but, as the materials advanced in gradetevel,

there was a decrease in accuracy of judgments.
From the late 1950s through the 1960s, studies of the readability levels of

elementary' social studies texts presented a discouragingpicture.' Reports by

Wyatt and Ridgeway (1958),and Amsdorf (1963) revealed that the range of

difficulty within social studies texts was often greater than the range between

tents assigned to different grade levels. Smith and Dechant (1961) reported
that readability levels or,one or two grades above the designated grade level

were chgaperistic of elementary content-area texts of that period. More.

v recently, Johnson and 'Mardian (1973) applied four readability formulas in

the asselsment of sixty-eight social studies texts from first through sixth

grades. Their findings have left no doubt that the readability problems of ele-

mentary social studies texts are, as yet, unresolved',

62 1
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...

The-problem of readability is by no means confined to textbooks. Widely
i used as resources in upper elementary social studies classes are encyclopedias, -

4 forms that present similar difficulties. Edgerton (1954) was among the first
to call attention to the ,Lorealistically high reading levels of several popular
encyclopedias. In the following decade, Liske (1968) investigated thet roblem
and concluded that, in grades four through six, only children of abov -average
ability could successfully use these resources. Recently, another investigator
(Dohrman 1974) applied the Dale-Chall formula and the Fry graph to the
assessment of eight encyclopedias frequently used in intermediate -grade social
studies classes. Based on analysis of seventy-five representative social studies
topics, she found that 66 percent were above the intended grade levels.

Studies of readability levels of secondary social studies texts are not as ex-
tensive as those in the elementary field. However, what has been found in the
research is far from reassuring. In one study, the investigators (Danz and Smith
1972) were interested in any discrepancy that might exist between the read-.,
ing ability of a representative sample of 590 eighth-, ninth-, and tenth-grade
students and the readability levels of their assigned textbooks in social studies,
science, and English. After administering,standedized reading tests and as-
sessing readability through the Flesch formula, they discovered that all social
studies texts ranged in readability from grs_ade nirA through college, and that- f. ,:.-....-

the texts were too difficult for more than 60 percent of the eighth-grade stu-
dents, for more than 75 percent of the ninth-grade students, and for-from 36
to 93 percent of the tenth-grade students. In another investigation, Hash
(1974a) focused his attention on the "new social studies" materials. Applying
the Dale-Chall formula and the Fry graph to three randomly selecttd readings
from each .of five randomly chosen "new social studies" projects, he found

,, represented a range of devels as great as six years within some materials.
As useful as they are in providing indices of difficulty, readability formulas

do norprovide any help in determining concept loading or assessing the com-
plexity and ambiguity of conceptual patterns (Estes 1972, p. 86). Both of
these factors may pose critical problems for students in comprehending their
".new social studies" materials. From a recent, although limited, examination
of "new social studies" materials, Hash (1974a, pp. 20-26) concluded that
both vocabulary loading and concept loading are likely to present difficulties
for readers. The practice of introducing more readings from primary sources,
that contain technical and archaic word usages, Hash reported, has contributed
to this problem. In history texts, the increasing tendency of some authors to
use figurative expressions may actually confuse, rather than enlighten, pupils,
as Carter (1977) has found. These apprehensions about conceptual complexity
have been confirmed by Martorella (1971, p. 67 and Peters (1975-1976, pp.
93-95). The latter found in his analysis of theiterature that social studies
textbooks offer only "cursory presentations of concepts." "The reader,"
concluded Peteis, "is not provided with sufficient information and in many
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cases he is required to infer definitions." Peters went on in an interesting ex-
periment to demonstrate that social studies materials could be restructured
by teachers according to a concept attainment procedure in order to substan-
tially improve comprehension (Peters 1975-1976. pp. 87-111).

Affective Influences on Reading a

The impact of affective considerations on the motivation to read as well as
on reading performance %as been the subject of much concern in reading re-
search. As a guideline derived from this literature, the social studies teacher
will find it helpfu'l to bear in mind that the overall emotional and social cli-
mate of the classroom may be as important in helping students with reading
problems as time Spent on teaching basic skills. Specifically, the components

,in the climate-building process treated here include. (1) the self-concept of
students, (2) teacher expectation of pupil performance, and (3) pupil attitude
toward and interest in the content of the social studies class. Thesetopics will
be considered briefly in the following paragraphs, after which, attention will
be focused on the practices suggested in the research for improving classroom
climate and motivation.

The relationship between self-concept and reading has been the subject of
numerous inquiries (Lang 1976). While most conclusions bearing on affective
considerations in reading must be viewed as tentative, Athey and Holmes
(1969) reported, after careful anal sis of the literature, that in general, the
ability to read seems to be as ciated with positive attitudes about oneself
and one's worth ..." Poor rea s "manifest correspondingly immature self-
concepts." Unfortunately, it seems that this significant aspect of reading and
its implications for instruction have not been recognized by some teachers in
the elementary school (Quandt 1973).

What has been described in popular terms as the "Pygmalion effect," or
the influence of teacher expectation on pupil performance, has been studied
by Weintraub (1969) with particular attention giyen to the problem of read-
ing. ''Although the evidence is not incontrovertible," he observes, "a challenge
has been directed" (d. 559). The tendency of some teachers to anticNate how
their pupils will perform on reading tasks may explain, in part, the difficulties
of those minority children who speak a nonstandard dialect. Goodman pd
Buck (1973) believe a teacher's negative response to nonstandard speech may
affect the child's performance. Lending credence to this belief is The literature
indicating that some teachers are unaware of sociocultural 'differences in mul-
ticultural classrooms and fail to provide appropriate motivational suppoft to
minority students (U ibarri 1960; Moore 1972).

The fact that int est in a particular subject or activity as positively related
touccess in reading about that subject or activity should come as no surprise.
Both logic and common sense, as well as research (Estes 1973), offer support.
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Nevertheless, observation of patterns of teacher/pupil interaction (Herman
1969) suggests that teachers do not seem to find time to exploit this factor.

Closely related to interest is attitude 'toward content. On this topic, Fareed.
{1971),carried out an interesting'experiment, employing a technique of "re-
trospective interpretive verbalization" applie64to sixth-grade students' reading
of passages in history and biology texts. Fareed discovered that attitude to-
ward history "seems to be significantly and positively related to both the flu-
ency in eliciting inquiry responses and the accuracy in making inferences
from historical reading materials" (pp. 527-28). If Fareed is right, negative
attitudes toward the content of social studies courses may be a barrier to both
motivation and reading skill, for surveys in the past (for example, "What Stu-
dents Think of Their' Courses" 1969) have disclosed a notable lack of enthu-
siasm in pupils at all levels forteir social studies courses. Still, there are some
encouraging signs that students' attitudes, as shown in recent studies (Ehman,
Jennings, and Niemi 1974), have become more positive.

How can teachers respond to the affective conditions associated with read-
ing problems in the social studies and improve clasroom climate and motiva-
tion' Recent research suggests promising guidelines and strategies, some of
which are summarized in the following paragraphs.

With particular reference to self-concept, Spache (1970, pp. 15-24) has ad-
vocated a form oftibliotherapy," contending that "books themselves are a
major tool in modifying self-concept." He has selected an extensive list of
books with low readability,Aeis but with interesting, compelling themes
addressed to the needs of va racial and ethnic groupk.

Still, large numbers of students with negative attitudes towards reading are
not likely to embrace the notion of reading books. In working with these stu-
dents, teachers mayfind help in recent research on the use of value clarifying
strategies in reading. For example, in using value clarifying strategies based on
the work of Raths, Harmin, and Simon (1966), Fitzpatrick (1975) reported a
significant effect on self-concept and reading achievement. Fitzpatrick worked
with a representative sample of seventh graders 'enrolled in the parochial
schools of a metropolitan, Roman Catholic-archdiocese. Similar findings on
the significant effects of value clarification have been reported by Pracejus
(1974) with a sample of eighth-grade students in a public school population
in Pennsylvania. These findings reinfoice the hypotheses of Holmes (1970) and
Ruddell (1974) which speculate that personality traits and value structures may

0 account for the role of what they call "affective mobilizers" (the "initial kick,"
in simpler terms) in providing a stimulus for effective reading performance.

One measure that may possibly imprdve attitude toward the social studies
is greater emphasis on the study of controversial topics or public issues. Shaver
(1969) believes that this will make the curriculum more "relevant to life" and
presucnalzly also sensitize the student to the need to read and reflect. The re-,
searcher in this case has accepted a model of reading that is "nearly synony-
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mous with that fol- thinking" (p. 37). Shaver's view 'is supporWd by recent

research Dolan (1976) on the effects of value conflict discussions and by

Festing (1957) earlier work 8n the thsery of cognitive dissonance; which

holds, i art, that students may be motivated by the presentation of contra-'

diction tween two or more fixed beliefs or values and by a need to estab-

lish an ilibrium and reduce disagreement.

Critical Reading and the Social Studies

The objecti/e of critical reading has been frequently endorsed and stressed
in the literature of the social studies. Much of the recognition of the impor-

tance of critical readingand the related skill of critical listeningstems from
well;founded apprehensions about the ability of citizens and consumers to
cope with the barrage of misleading, biased information from both public and
private agencies devoted to mass persuasion (Edelman' 1975; Culyer 1973). It
also appears that efforts to develop effective programs in critical reading have
not been generally successful for a number of reasons, including the lack of

effective teacher training and appropriate measuring instruments and instruc-
tional materials .(Culyer 1973, pp. 16-20). In his analysis of research, Culyer
stresses the lack of a "coherent model of critical reading" as a bask deterrent

to the implementation of critical reading goals. This, indeed, may be a factor
in the difficulty of distinguishing critical reading from critical thinking.*

For purposes of this revim it seems appropriate to identify four major
traditions or alternative conceptions of critical reading and to note some im-
portant research associated with those conceptions. First, the view of critical
reading as critical thinking has been ex essed in Ennis' comprehensive criti-

cal reading model (1964). An importan Contribution has been made by Hash
(1974a) in adapting elements ofgthe E is model to critical reading guides
that present a dialogue in narrative form dealing with a.compelling problem
or theme. In one example tested with teachers, the focus is on assessing the

reliability of statements and explanations concerning the sighting of a "Sas-
quatch," the legendary human-like creature of the northwestern -United
States (Hash 1974b). , .

Ariother well-established view stresses the interpretation ofcritical reading
as the detection of propaganda devices -usually those devices, such as "band-
wagon" or "testimonial," derived from the work rif the Institute of Propagan-

*The problem in differentiating betweenAritical reading and critical thinking is interest-

ing bit too complex to be treated in, this brief Leview. In general, the position taken in

this paper is that the'two are related inasmuch as reading is a cognitive process, as Thorn-

dike (1971) pointed out. Still, there ,te linguistic and syntactic,elementspeculiar to the

,process of reading and listening. The opportunity for manipulation and exploitation of
these elements (Stanley 1976, Rank 1976) justifies the need to treat critical reading'as a
separate problem until a Viable comprehensive model appears.
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da Analysis (IPA) in the,930s (B. Smith 1974). A number of recent studies
have demonstrated that even students in the intermediate grades can learn to
detect the Oesence of propaganda techniques not only in textual materials
but also in the mass media (B. Smith 1974; Wardell 1973). In one particularly

interesting study, Cook (1972) demonstrated that the. eight- to ten-year-old
children in her sample could be "made aware of commercial propaganda
emanating from television." Cook also contended, on the basis of "informal
discussions" with teachers and pupils, that the pupils in her experimebtal
groups transferred their newly acquired skills to reading and to the percep-
tion of advertising in newspapers.

A third view of critical reading is recent in origin, stemming from the crea-
tion of the Committee on Public Doublespeak by the National Council of
Teachers of English. Launching what has become, in fact, a movement, Daniel
Dieterich and others have described doublespeak as "the inhumane and dis-
honest use of language deception, dishonesty, semantic distortion" (Dieterich
1975, p. 1). While the ,,doublespeak movement does not seem to have had
much influence thus far on the social studies, it has drawn on the talents of a
number of thoughtful writers in the area of linguistics (Stanley 1976) and
language education (Rank 1976), and it clearly deserves a hearing by social
studies educators and practitioners. Particularly worth noting is Rank's re-
jection of the popular IPA propaganda

cla'ssification scheme mentioned above.
Not only does this 1930s vintage pattern make "intrinsic errors of classifica-
tion" but, concludes Rank) "the list simply doesn't have the scope oi* flexi-
bility to deal with contemporary propaganda" (p. 4). In its place, Rank has
proposed a two-part schema focusing on the intensification of language
through repttiiion, association, and .composition and the downplaying of
language through omission, diversion, and confusion (pp. 7-19).

A fourth major tradition of critical reading relevant to the social studia)
may be described as the application of the-principles of logic to readinj
Particularly, this view focuses on del/eloping skill in recognizing logical fal-
lacies. For research purposes, tests have been prepared to measure the de-
velopment of these essential skills (B7Smith 1974). Particularly illustrativeof
this'yiew of critical reading are four doctoral studs that assess the develop-
ment of critical reading skill (defined as distinguishing between logical and
illogical statements) from the primary grades through high school (Gall 1973;
Culyer 1973; Spivak 1974; Johnson 1974). The results of these significant
studies are summarized in the following statements:

1. Contrary to the beliefs of some educators, elementary pupils
in grades two and three are capable 'of being critical listeners and
readers Oohnsor1,1974).
2. There is A continuing development of critical reading ability
from the fourth through. the-sixth grad 11;1973).
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3. The &pan n of critical reading continues through grades
seven and eight (Spivak 1974), but a plateau is reached in high

schbol (Culyer 1973).

The intriguing questions raised by these investigations are: What contrib-
utes to the growth of critical reading, even at_ an early age, without much
evidence, of direct instruction? and, What may" account for the plateau in
senior high school? The authors of these studies believe that concept building
is important to the early stages of development and conclude that a case can

be made for more systematic programs to develop the skillg' of critical reading.

.-

Strategies'Associated with a Content-centered-Approach to Reading

A proposal for a content-centered approach to reading in the social studies
must first deal with the question of what reading skills are appropriate to this
field. A number of researcher have struggled with this question. Nila Smith
(1968), for example, concluded, after analyzing social studiesItextbooks;that
certain patterns were unique to the social studies field (for instance, compari
son-and-contrast, sequential events with dates). However, another researcher
(Herber 1972)s has challenged this popular thesis of the existence of certain
specific reading _,skills that are unique to each discipline. Herber (1972, pp.
198-99) contends that the uniqueness is not inherent in the skills themselves,
but rather in their adaptation to Meet the peculiarities of each discipline. For
Herber, the evidence related to cram-prehension highlights the need to place

more emphasis on "broader processes" rather than specific skills. While
Herber does not sPecifically identify these brodder processes, one may reason-
ably infer that concept learning is, one of the major processes essential to
comprehension -in the social studies and other content area. This view is
consistent with a number of research findings, including thoseln the field of
psycllolinguistics (F. Smjth 1971; Stauffer 1968). ,

Recently identified in research ate specific strategies that can be used in a
functional approach to developing reading skills in a content field. These in-
clude application of the cloze procedure for instructional purposes, design of
structured overviews, and preparation of study or reading guides.

Cloze has been identified as a reliable predictor of functional reading levels
(Bormuth 1968). When used for this purpose, it-co;frats the student with
the task dreplacing, in a 250-word passage, words that have been deleted
every fifth word, according. to the Bormuth procedure. This procedure, with
certain modifications, has been recommended for use in content areas as a

means ot developing sensitivity td context clues essential for comprehending
new vocabulary and concepts, Jongsma (1971), who analyzed the research 'on

the instructional use of ooze; conceded that the research base, is not firmly
established, but he urges recognition' of the potential value of this strategy.

In other related studies, a number of systems for classifying context aids '

or ,clues have evolved (McCullough 1943, Deighton 1959; Ames 1966). A few .
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7
systems, including the schemes of McCullough and Ames, have been used
successfully with uppe.r-elementary pupils and high school students (Olson
1971; Quealy 1969). ACcording to one analysis by Emans (1966), a substaff-
Oaf number of- context aids used in word recognition fell into one of three
major tategories: meatg-bearing -clues, language-befng clyes and organiza-
tion clues.

Proposals for the use of structur ed overviews and reading,or study guides
(Based on three levels of ,comprehension) have stemmed from recent research
by Herber And his colleagues at SyracUse Uliyarsity (Herber and Sanders
1969) A structured overview is a diagrammatic.representation of the "basic
vocabulary of a unit so as-`co show relationships among the concepts repre- .

sented by those words" (Herber and Sanders 1969, p. 4), Estes, Mills, and
Barron (19694indicate that the purpose of the structured overview is similar
to tht-of the "advance organizer" (Ausubel 196d), which provides 4, plan
fo'r interpreting the material to be read and relates it to concepts previously
learned.

The reading/study guide is a strateg.y that may be used with the structured
. overview inthelping establish a sense of purpose in reaaInga Guides are de-.

signed to offer both structure and direction within a lesson on three levels
Of comprehension, These levels, identified in Herber's model (1970, pp. 62-
63), are fully .described in chapter 4.

The study guidebased on the preceding concept of comprehensionis
viewed as parttcularlAseful in adaptingltexts and other materials to the vary-
ing levels of students' reading ability,'"a. problem which .plagues roost social
studies teacl2ers. Still, it should not be assumed that students will indefinitely
read at the literal level, for the guide is designed to aid the simultaneous
improvement treading skills and content learning (H rber 1970, p. 131).,
In addition, Earle (1969, pp. 78 -7= explains that the study guide should
provide for "guidedreactions," that is, discussion of parts of the gurde within
small groups in order to resolve differences in.responses. This lits,,,e reflec-
tion on the content," maintains Earle, "very Often results in lively elaboration,
purposeful questioning, and realing for verification" Ap, 79).

An analysis of the research dealing with the strategies of structured over-
views of three-level reading/study guides does not provide Unqualified support
for any one strategy or for any particular combination of strategies (Hash
1974a). kievertheless, the results, in general, are encouraging and justify
further elaboration and testing in gracticarclassraDm situations.. _
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"Assessing Ieadability

Itt

The Fry Graph for.Estimating Readability*

The technique described here may be used for d r ining the approxi-
mate grade' level of a text. This is an approximation and does not measure
conceptual difficulty. To use the Fry (raph, follitthese steps:

1. Select three 100-word passages from the beginning, middle,
and end of the text. Disregard all'proper nouns_

2. Count the total number pf sentences in each p8sage, estimat-
ing to the nearest tenth of a sentence. Average these three num-.ham
3:' Count the total number of syllables in each sample. Assign a
syllable for each vowel sound; for instance, cat (1), bluebird (2),
and geogi.aphy (4). Note that word size is not directly tied to the
number of syllables; for instance, daily (2) and dance (1). .Average
the total number of syllables for the three samples.
4. Plot, an the graph (see Figure 4)°, the average nudiber of sen-
tencesper 100 words and the average number of syllables per 100

' words. Most plot poi ts fall near the heavy curved line. Perpen-
dicular lines mark off a proximate grade-level areas:

For ex le:

Sentences
per 100 words

Syllables.
per 100 words

Sample 1 7.1 120
Sample 2 8.0 149
Sample 3 : 7.5 120
Divide

total by 3 3/391
Average 8.2 130

See Fry, Edward, "A Readability 'Formula That Saves Time,- journal of Reading 11
(Aprik1968): 513-516,575-78.
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Assessing Readability 73

Plotting these averages on the graph reveals that the index falls within the
fifth-grade area. Thus, the text is about fifth-grade difficulty level. When great
variability is encountered, either in the sentence length or- in the syllable
count for the three selections, randomly select several more passages and
average them prior to plotting the graph,:

Group Informal Reading Inventory*

The purpose of the GrOup Informal Reading Inventory is to determine the
ability of a class to read a social studies text It is particularly helpful to ad-
minister the inventory at the .beginning of a' semester, since valuable informa
non can be obtained,about students' patterns of strengths and weaknessA.
The teacher can then. plan for the introduction of skillbuilding activities or
supplementary materials in order to help pupils develop needed skills and
make the most effective use of the text.

I n.administering the inventory, explain the.purpose of the exercise and the
reading skills it is designed to appraise. I, is recommended that grades not be
assigned to students, at least on the basis of an initial administration of this,
inventory.

To. measure the ability of students to use thb eight selected skills in read-
ing the text.prepare four questions for each skill category, as,suggested in the
followin&

1. Knowledge,and use of
. book parts

2. Referenceskills

3. Interpretation of graphic,
aidsmaps, charts,
cartoons, pictures

sh. Sample Questions
Turn to the table of contents. On 'What ,

page' does the chapter "Comparing-Politi-
cal Behavior" begin?, What is4he title of
the unit of which it is a part?
What library aid will tell you the call num-
ber of the book, All the President's Men?
Turn to page 19 and study the chart. What
4evel of socioeconomic status has the low-
est percentage of "very acti(e" political
Citizens: (a) high, (b) low, (d) lower mid-.die.

While David Shepherd should be credited with the general concept of the Group In.formal Reading Inventory, the authors of this book have reorganized the framework,
adding components to make it more comprehensive. See Shepherd, David; Comprehen-
sive Nigh School Reading Methods, Colu us, Ohio: Charles E, Merritt Publishing Com-
parq, 1973, pp. 11-16.

4



74 APPENDIX El

4. Listening comprehension Have the students close their texts and
list to you read two paragraphs. Then
ask two short-answer questions directed
toward a literal level and two which in-
volve some reasoning (for instance, why
did certain events occur?).

In the steps that follow, have the students read four or five pages silent
record the time required for them to read the passage, then close their t
to complete the remainder of the inventory. .

5. Vocabulary

6. Recognizing main ideas

7. Noting details'
(explicit information)

8. Interpretive comprehen-
sion (thatbeyondwhat
is explicitly stated)

9. Reading speed

Define logrolling. What does alienation
mean as used here: A person who joins
a hippie clan may be expression feelings
of isolation from other groups with whom
he or she once associated. He or she
probably has 'feelings of alienation. (This

ip question involves 'use of context aids.)

Have students open their books to a
particular page: What is the main idea of
the first paragraph on this page?
'How have the Senate and House grown in

size?

The author explains the delays that occur
in a two-house (bicameral) legislature. In
that case, why did the framers of the
Constitution wain one?
Determine the number of words in the
selection and have the-student compyte
his or her reading speed in words per
minute. (Example: number of words in
selection-4,000; time required to read
twenty minutes; equals 200 words per
minute.)

This survey instrument is easy to score. Simply arrange for students to cor- '
rest their own exercises in class and provide time for discussion abo t the
questions _and- the various responses. A student is considered sleficie in a

particular skill area if he X she misses more than one question.
For interpreting thedata derived from this inventory, it may be helpful

to prepare a class profile such as that shown in Figure 5. An "X" indicates

a skill area in which deficiencies have been noted.
One may pinpoint, individual difficulties by reading the table horizontally.

Reading it vertically thrdws some light on the class pattern. The following

N. k
'7 8
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Figure 5

Profile: Social Studies Group Reading Survey,

Class: Government
Grade: 12
Text: Government for Ame,ricans, by John Doe
Average Readability Level of Text: 12
Range of Readability Levels: 704

Date: 9/7/76

Formula Used: SMOG

. .
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, *Adapted from David L. Shepherd, Comprehensive High School Reading Methods.
Columbus, Ohio. Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1973, pp. 24.25.
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.

observations about this group of students seem warranted. Reading rate
appears to be a problem for several and, in view of the wide range of reading

_levels of the text, it merits attention. Several students may have the capacity
to read effectively, but Sinione's and Ricky's understanding appears to be
superficial, suggesting a need for emphasis on critical reading activities for
them. At least two students, Tim and Mary, may have serious reading dis-
abilities, although Tim's listening skill suggests that he has potential, an indi-
vidual follow-up assessment is indicated. In summary, it seems that the text
is suitable. for most students, provided that the teacher fnakes certain adapta-
tions, such as stressing interpretive reading, providing some training in use of
reference skills, improving the rate of reading, and intrdaucing supplementary
activities and materials at a lower readability level for problem readers.

UL
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Appendix C

Personal Classroom Journals

Modified Language Experience Activity

This sliscussion of the use of personal classroom journals in the social
studies is based on the rationale and practice of Jesse H. Lott.* Varied writing
formats may be used to guide students in analyzing and recording their ob-
servations and concerns. Some are outlined below.

SubjeCt:

Major Objective:

.1d11(s) Used:

Class Activity:

Questions or Comments:,

Assignment:

Date:

*ExCerpted w;rt'h permission by Jesse Lott and the National ,Council for the Social Studies
from "Classrobrn Journals," Soc:'/al:EducotIon 42 (1978): 16-17. (See also the discussion
of Lott'sworloin chapter 3.)

I



78 APPENDIX C

Issue or Topic: Date:

Reaction:

Evaluation of YQurself:

Questions:

Or

I learn ... (statements)

P

What? (What's going on here?):

So What? (What sense do I make of what's
happening ?):

For What? (What evaluation do I makepf
what is happening?. What does it mean to

me? To others?):

Now What? (What can I do toynake happen
what I want to happen here? What do I
need? etc.):

Date:

S

Issue or Topic: °

Reaction: (Values in agreemerft or

conflict)

Evaluation of Yourself & Others:

t

Date:
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' What the liudents-key vocabulary and dialogue with their teachers may
mean is illustrated in the following two excerpts, reproduced from students'
jourpals. The first is written by a, student troubled with reading (and spellrrig)
problems. he probes something he found meaningful in a class discussion of
tbe'(concept of friendship. The second is authored by a more academically
competent student, seekipg to clarify her concepts of heresy, conformity,
and.constructive rebellion.

Excerpt 1
And Freinds,

Is freinds how marry people
you know
is freinds people who like4
you

Or freinds people who you
Use or use you

Do freinds help you or do
they turn away.
Is freind people you like the
most and-the-rest just there,

I have only a f freinds thy
are people that an horse
agoogkvith on wee nds and
they depend a little on vie.
Leon has over 2,000 students,
and I know abut 18 students

..oat of rest. -

Excerpt 2
5ubjec 41iddle Ages), heresy, conformity
Major Objective: discuss St:Francis in order

to gain ibsighton heresy and con4m.mity
and the Middle Ages

- Skills Used: reading, discussing.
oak Activity: constructive rebellion

.

. boycott for lower prices (Boston Tea Parfy)
Susan B. Apthony (sufferage)heretic to Men

, . Martin Lather King
Muhatma Ghandl

American RevolutionistsEpkind
inriovator-critic: All tliese,people(s) accomplished things

andwele right in many others eyes.
a,Innovatorgives new idea

-

o

.1

ti

1'



080 APPENDIX.0 /
Criticwho criticizes arld doep't do anything ,.
Hereticboth 4 7

EV Passive critic-to-radical revolutionary .6
Lenny Brucelferetic, comic, innovator,

. Abbey Hoffmanbelieved society needed 4.

,to changdd completely. He had
radical views,

There is a difference between a heretic
accomplishing any3hing. s

Question and Comment: I think some,people
don't even have a cause for What they are
doing. .

. 0

r

')

4

CO f .
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Appendix D
. -.Distovery Episoile

;rf

es.

Presented below is an example of a discovery episode which has been designed.
for\ use in the upper elementary and junior high school grades. (The read-
ability of thewisode is at the fourth-grade level according to the Fry graph.)

Discovery Episode: The School
The following -is a story told by a woman about her school days in an.

American town in the early 1800s (Lockwood 1905; pp. 245-46):
We had bread only once-a weekon Saturdays:- I-thought if -el/er
got out I would sill myself-eating sugar and cak'e. We marched
like soldiers after breakfast to Communit' House No. 2. I remem-
ber thit there were blackboards covering oneside of the room. 0
We also had wires, with balls on them. Thesd helped us to learn to
count. We would 'also sing songs to help !darn lessons in different
subjects". At dinner we usually had soup; at supper we had mah
and milk. 4.. "

41,

We went to bed at sundown in little bunks. They h1g rn rows
by rope froth the ceiling. Sometimes one of the children at the -
end of the row would'swing back her cradle., When it bumped,
into the next bunk, it would make the whole row bang together.
This was a lot of ftlh Tot us but it Made the teachers unhappy.

At regular times we used to be marched to the community
apothecary shop (drug store). There each'boy and girrwas'given
a dose of something that tasted like sulphur. Children in the
boarding school were not allowed tc see their parents'very often.
I saw my fathei and mother twice in two years. We had a little
gong we used to sing:

Number 2 pigs locked up in a pen,
- When they get out, it's riow and then;

When they get out, they sneak about,
For fear old Neef will find th'em our!"
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, , . , .
. .

Some qu'estiOns

.

which might,.be raised about thisaccount irickule-
4 , "I 1* # '

1. HOw. did the children feel about'Iheir school? Who could' "old
.. .

Neefw have been?
. 2. Do you think these conditions were typical kschoolcin 'kap-... ,

ica in the early 1800s? (Why or why nod.)
3. Do you find any clues To suggest that there wl\mythingdif-
ferent about this 'town?

".
.4. What co lld be the purpose ofthis school? ' r

. A ..

Notes on the Episode

This' ccount Wbased on 'memories of Mrs. Sara Cox Thrall, who attended K

a sch I in the 1820s in New Harmony, Indiana, the site of a unique u/opian . 1

59C1 ist experiment carried out by a Scottish philanthropist, Robert Owen,
and tilers concerned with reforthation of the existing social order. Owen and
bas asiociates believed jn the Bdujational principles o estalozzi and tried to

implement them in their schools in New Harmon Joseph Neef was the

schoolniasik thersmployed. .

, This episode m4 be used to introduce the con pt of socialism in United

States history and to describe early efforts at sOcia reform. New.Harmo
also aroused the interest of many influential-reformers of the period, inclu
mg advocates of women's rights, abolitionists, and so on. Many visited th

...- town, and some attempted to settle fora time. The literature on New Har-
t

!. mcmy is extensive, including not only hiMorial analyses' but' novels (see the

referenced following this 'Appendix),Slides of the reconstructed community

fi

may also be used to provide additional clues.

Rpferences p
Bestor, Arthur E. Backwoods, Utopias. The'S ctarian and Owen. ite Pilffses of

Corgmunitarian Socialism in America. Phi adelphia. University of Penn*.
.

vania Prdss, 1950.
knoedler, Chrtstiana.'The garmony Society. A Nineteenth Century American

Utopia. N r : Vantage Press, 1954.

Lockwoo eorge . Th'e New Hdrmony Movement. New York: D. Apple-

ton Co., 1905. - r

Wilson, William E. The Angel and tiro Serpent. The Stoty'afNew Harmony.
Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1964.
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Appendix

Doublesia k

4 9.

Rank tt blespeak Schema to the Social Studies

. As noted in hapter 4, Fibgh Rank, working finder the auspices of the Na-
tional Council of Teachers of English, has devised a promising procedure
for analyzing efforts at public persuasion to replace the well-entrenched, con-
veniional classification of propaganda techniques. According to Rank, people
choose to manipulOe communication (1) to Intensify their own "good,"
(2) to Intensify others' "bad," (3) to downplay others' "good," and (4) to
downplay others'',"bad." t

An important assumption made by the author is that the intensification
and donplayirfg of communication is, a natural activity- engaged in by 'all
people, in all eras, in all countries." The application of the four- art pattern,
or schema to a given communication, accordingly, does not imply any moral_
or ethical judgment. These judgments must be made in tenps of the situation

context (Rank 1974, pp. 218-22). The Ral is to teach' children ho* to
recognize their own, efforts at language manipulation as well as thosegfforts
of other powerful agencies of societf. Intensification is usually accomplished
through the' bask techniques of 'repetition, association, and compositionwom
while downplaying occurs through omission, diverion, and conftision.

Ralik (1976) provides a det'aifed explanation of techniques and other as-
pects of the model;including an illustration of 'the application of this pattern

;to the Watergate episcide.Thep'attern is illustrated in analyzing charges against
',MACOS (Man. A purse or Study). The MACOS 'problem came to publit

ateenpio" in 1R75 as the silbjetrof much debate in thepress, in the halls of
Confiress and in the Natiopal Sciehce FoUndation (NSF). It also affected

,..
the,

ma schools and.teachtr; Using this social studies ptogiam, designed foribe-
upper elementary grades by Jerome Bruner and ethers at die Educational.. °

Development Center. The'analysis is based on proceedingsgeported 'in The
Congressional Record, and, .therefore, can be used by classroom teachers
without hazard from the new (anecoigusing) copyright law. The analysis
focuses`on- the charges against MACOS by representatives eoplan, Annunzio,
and Sul( , the chief critics in Congress Of. MACOS. (For a mdre detailed

don of.vatious views, the reader is directed to "Fro and Con Forum.
ACOS Controversy ,'/Soc/a/ Ellucati ,49 (October' 1975). 388-96.)

y
4 :
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Doublespeak Analysis: MACOS Debate

Intenslo, Own "Good":
Annunzio stresses he is a former
teacher, parent and grandparent;
associates himself with "the moral
standards of the J udeo-Christian

Culture "which have made this
Nation so great." Conlan cites sup-
port from columnist Kilpatrick and
stresses he'is responding to the

complaints of many of his constitu-
ents, believes in decision making at,,
local school level.

Techniques. Association with posi-
tive aspects of culture.

Downplay Own "Bad":
Denial of intent to impose goveen-
ment censorship= peoples' repre-
sentatives have right to judge use of
public funds (Annunzio). Analogy
drawn by Sullivan b-etween nourish-
ing the bodies of children,thrtirgh
food stamps and school lunches and
the obligatibn to see that "minds
are property nourished" and not '
expoled to such programs as
MACOS.

Techniques: Omissions (euphe-
misms, "nourishing minds," not Ab

censorship). Confusion ("peoples'
elected representatives"). Judgment
of ho' public funds are to be spent.

Intensify Others' "Bad":
MACOS includes a quote from the
French Marxist,Levi-StrausseRepe-
tition of the term 'NACOS" in as-

.

sociation with reference's(concern-
ing traditional Eskimo culture) to 111'.

wife swappingc trial arriage, killing
of ferriale babies an old people,
adultery, and so on. of NSF,
sponsor ofMAC S, is o move
toward a national icylurn'NSF
gave millions ataximyers' money
to the deyelopers ^NACOS. Psy-
chologists trying to alienate chil-
dren from parental vanes.
Techniques. Repetition and assoc' ia-
tion with negative and unpopular

4tsymbols and expressions.

Downplay Others' "Good":
NSF director had not reviewed
MACOS materials when first qUes-
tioned. MACOS presents "a new
world society envisionethby elite
group of scholars." Publishers
rejected NSF-sponsored MACOS
materials.

Techniques: Oinissionsregarding
qualifications of deyeloperiozTesi
tioning their competence, also
confusion concerning publishers'
attitudes toward 4A.COS.

o

o
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1

Many of the items listed in this annotated bibliography were located thiliugh
.a computer search f the E ational Resources Information Center (ERIC)
data. base. MOst of ose priffded with an ERIC Document (ED) number are
available from the E C Document Reproduction Service (EDRS), p. o. Sox
190, Arlington, Virginia 22210. EDRS reproduces documents in two ways.
on rhicrOfiche (MF) anctin "hard copy" (HC), a photographic reproduction at
original size. All orders must include payment, including postage, and must refer
to the ED number given. Complete ordeting information is provided in the
monthly issues of Resources in Education, the index of documents processed
intoz_the ERIC system.

Readets may also wish to review 4n abstract of those items with ED num-
bers by consulting Resources in Eaueption. Many university and college li-
braries.and school digtrict resource centers subscribe to the index and'have
microfiche collections of the ERIC data base.

Publishers' addresses and price inforrhation'are giveh for those references_,,vsr'c
not available from EDRS, itls advisable to check with the particular publisher
in question before placing.an order, as prices are giibject to change.

Assessment Instruments (Motivational Aspects of Reading)

Miller, Wilma H.. Reading Diagnosis Kit. New -York: Center for Applied Re-.
,search. in Education, Inc., 1974. (ED106 774, not available frorh EDRS.
Available from. Center for Applied Research .in Education, Inc.,1521 Fifth
Ave., New York, ti. Y. 10017$14.95 paper.)

Pages 233-75 of this kit contain explarlatitns and eRamples (which ay' .
be reproduces for classroom use) of interest inventories, incomplete en-
tences tests, and other projective devices, for primary grades through
school.

Phillips, Richard, C. Teacifing for Thinking in High School Social Steidiss.
. Reading, Mass.. Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 19.74. (Available from.

Addison.Whes(eyPublishing Company; ja7cob Way, Reading, Mass. 01867
$1'2.7$0)

p
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'his chapter on reading Skills (pp. 272-95) shows how to use an interest
inventory to adapt instruction to individual differences in learning secon-
dary 'school social studies. ,

Strickler, Datryl, and Eller, William, "Reading. Attitudes and Interests," In
Reading. Foundations a,nd Instructional Sittegies, edited by Pose M. Lamb
and Richard D2Arnpld, Belmont, Cal.; Wadsworth Publishing Company,, Inc,; 4
1976. (Available front: W4sworth Publishing ConSpany, Inc., 10 Davis Drive,
Belmont, Cal. 94002 $11.95.)

Tages.449-90 -contain a comprehensive analysis,'Primarily oriented to
the elementary school, of nature and effects of attitudes and interests
pn the reading proCess.

4

Classrooni Management and Organization
,

Burmeister, Lou" E. Reading Strategies for Secondary School Teachers. Read-
ing, Mass.- Addison;Wesley Publishing Company; 1974. (Available from:
Addison1Wesley Publishinkfcinpany, Jacob Way, Reading, Mass. 01'867

'51'035.) - , , ... Pages 87-97 preseht guidelines for implementing flexible grotiping prq-
cedures in,sontenl-a?ea.clasiesto facilitate develokent of reading stalls.

Reading Effectlueness"Pogranw4lemegtafySc.hool Guide. I nalanapol is, Ind.:
Indiana 'Department of Public Instruction, Division of Reading Effectiveness,
1974. (ED 119 142; ED RS price: M5 sum; HC-411.37 plus postage, 214
PP.)

Tftis publication provides a comprehensive, readable account of/h ow
the elementary classroom Waller may develop learning centers, group
pupilsffectively, and implement other instructional strategies.

Shepherd, David L. Comprehensive High School Reading Methods. Columbus,
Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company; 1973.D 076 951; not avail-
able from EDRS. Available from: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company,
Columbus, Ohio 43216$9.95 cloth.)

Pages 148-68 contain, detailed direc,tions.on how to individualize instruc-
tion in content areas and adapt reading instructipn to various types of
!palming problems,

a

., ,Phonic Skills in Reading Social, Studies Materials

Mazurkiewicz, A. J. Teaching About Phonics. New York: St. Martin's Press,
I nc.,1976. (ED 122 266; not available Prom EDRS, from: St Mar-
tin's Press; Inc., 175.Fifth Avex,, New York, N. Y. 10010 $495 paper)*

This book gives a detailed account of symbol-to-Ound correspondences
(generalizatiOns concerning vowels and consonants) and suggests instruct
tiona1strategieS. ;

9
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Mc Feely, DT C. "Syllabication Usefulness in a Basal and Social Studies Vo-
cabulary." The Reading Teacher 27 (May 1974): 809-14.

This article summarizes research that resulted in the identification of
four reliable and consistent generalizations, or rules for syllabication, for
social studies vocabulary itr4:,....ns on the elementary level.

Miller,. Wilma H. Red ling Correction Kit. New York. Center for Applied Re-
search in Education, 1975. ,(ED 114 794; not available from EDRS. Avail-
able from. Center for Applied Research in Education, I#c., 521 Fifth Avenue,
New.York, N. Y.,10017$14.9-5 paper.)

SeCtion 3 (pp. 41-66) sets forth practical exercises and worksheets to
assist the nonspecialist in correcting what the author calls "phonetic analy
sis skills" from the first grade 'through the secondary level.

Readability Form las

Birioneister,Luis E. Reading Strategies for Secondary School Teachers. Read-
ing, Mass.. Addison-Wesley, Publishing Company, 1974. (Available fro.m.
Addison-Wesley, Publishing Company, Jacob' Way, Reading, Mass. 01867
511.95.) mac: "" . t to'

Burmeister provides specific directions for and examples of the use of
the Fiesch,reading ease formula. (suitable for grades 5-14), explains the
concept of readability, and-includes a "computation ease chart#' to simpli-
fy the use of the Dale-Chall readability formula. (See especially pages 25-
35 and 293-94.)

Klare, 'George R. "Assessing Readability." Reading Research Quarterly 10
(197475): 62:102.

This articleVntains a scholarly explanation, and analysis of most of thee
widely usedleadMility formulas andfihdicates their uses and limitations.

Reading in Social Studies - _ . -

Aukerman, Robert C. Reading In the Secondary SchoolClassroom. New York.

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1972. (ED 079686,not available from EDRS.
Available from. McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1221 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, N. Y. 10020$9.95.)

Pages 99-13,5 present ideas concerning the organization of an approach

to reading social studies textbooks. Examples of how to make reading as-

sigmilents in the social studies are given. Procedures for assessing the read-
ing ability of students and the reading level of textbooks'are described.
ideas for locating information and enrichment materials for the social stu-
dies are offered and proceduces for teaching ctitical reading in the social
studies are explained.
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Clymer, Theodore. Read BetterLearn More. Lexington,, Mass.: Ginn and
Company, 1972. (Available from: Ginn and Company, P. O. Box 2649, Co-
lumbus, Ohio 43216$2.25 for each of three student books; $2.75 for each
of three teachers' editions.)

The authors of these classroom materials present skill develoPmentexer-
cises in major content areas, including social studies. Emphasis is primarily
on the secondary level. The books, discuss such topics as judging validity
and using a bibliography.

DUffy, Gerald G'., ed. Reading in the Middle School. Perspktives in Reading,
no. 18. Newark, Del.. International Reading Association, 1975. (ED 098 556;4
EDRS price: MF-:$0.83; HC$11.37 plus postage, 217 pp. Also available'
from the International Reading Associalpn, 800 Barksdale Road, Newark,
Del. 19711Order No. 118, $6.50 nonmembers, $4.50members.)

Pages 140.52 discuss the role of the social studies teacher to reading,
factors affecting comprehension (for example, decoding skill, background,
andinteeest), teaching thinking skills, and analyzing social studies materials.

Foreig ews and World ViewP Interpreting the Newspap'er in the Classroom.
New 'Di ensions, col. 1, no. 2. New York: Foreign Policy Association, 1968.
(A ai le from: Foreign.Policy Association, 345 E. 46th Street, New York,
N.Y. 10017$1.Q0 per copy; quantity discounts available.)

While somewhat dated, this partlphlet still contains an interesting and
provocative case study of how three newspapers hindled coverage of a
Vietnam peace demonstration in 1965.

Hafner, Lawrence E. Developmental Reading in Middle and Secondary
Schools: Foundations, Strategies, and,, Skills for Teaching. New York: Mac-
millan Publishing Company, Inc., 19,77. (Available from: Macmillan Publish -°i ing Company, Inc., 855 Third Avenue, New York, N. Y: 10022$14.95
cloth.)

Pages 207-38,..coritain. a discussion -of vocabulary and comprehenSion
prOblems in the social studies and an explanation of practical procedures
for dealing, with these problems.

Herber, Harold. GOReadihg in Content Areas. New York: Scholastic Book
Services, 1973 (Available from: Scliolastic Book Servicesi."404 Sylvan Avenue,
Englewood Cliff's, N. L. 07632for each of five Levels: skills text $2.50; ditto
master $12.50; teaching guide $5.00.)

The GO maiials consist offive.texts, teaching guides,,and dittomas-
ters providing "reinforCement" exercises for each level, grades our through
eight. Readability levels range from grades two to soven and a half. One
section emphasizes materials and skills assumed to be Rscessary for master-
ing social studies content (for example, determining sequence, noting de-
tails.)

CarYV
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Insights About AmeFica. Carson, Cal.: Educational Insights, I nc.,1977. (Avail-

able from. Educational Insights, inc., 20435 South Tillman Avenue, Carson,

Cal. 90746.)
Includes a set of cartoon booklets focusing on critical periods in United

States history. A set of spirit masters and a teacher's guide accompany this

set, which is particularly useful in working yyith students with marginal

reading skills.

Ranson, Grayce A. Reading, Researching, and Reporting in Social Studies:

Americana. Santa Monica, Cal.. BFA Educational Media, 19,74: (Available

from: BFA Edttcational Media, 2211 Michigan Avenue, Santa Monica, Cal.

90406$123.00 with cassettes; S111.00 with records.)
This multimedia package of "film-strips, cassettes, activity cards; skill

book., and teacher's guide focuses on developing various language arts
skills in upper-elementary, pupils within the framework-of early American

history. A number if interesting games and ctivities are designed t'S de: '
velop skills in concept formation, following directions, using references,
and so forth. 11°

A Reading Program for the 70s. Social Studies and Reading: Atlanta' Georgia

State Department of Education, Divisiod of Curriculum Development, 1975.

(ED 105 408; EDRS price. MF$0.83,11C$2.06 plus postage-43 pp.)
This plan can help social studies teachers develop the competencies they

will need, to teach students to read social studies materials in kinciergarta

through grade twelvCA sample unit and suggested evaluation techniques

Illustrate the use of Many materials at varied reading levels. Classroorli or-

ganizational patterns that will help the teacherto individualize instruction
are suggested. Several techniques useful for determining'stUdent reading .

levels and readability levels of social studies materials,are presented.
\.

Restructuring and Preparing Materials at Specified Reaida6ility Levels
., N

Ber , Charles. Improving .,Reading Skills. Atlanta, Georgia: Atlanta
I urnal-Constitution, 1973. (Available from. Alan ta-lodrnal-Constitutloh,.

tlant.4 Georgia.) l ' 4.
i . 4 I%

This useful publication contains fifty modules deigned to shOw teachers

how to apply one or mode of eighteen readingglalls to stutly)in,g newspapers,/ , 'analyzing cartoons, evaluating advertising, and so forth,

-Forgan, k W.,. and Mangrum, CPT. -Teaching Content ArechReadMi S) Ills: A "

Modular Preservice and Inservice Program. Columbus, Ohio: Chatl es-E.-Merrill

Publishing (Company,: 1976. (Available., from:%c harles E. MerrilLSublishing

Company, 1300 Alum Creek D,rive,Columbus, Ohio 43216$40 paper.)
Forgan,anCi Mangrum present (on pages 45.65) a module demonstratifq

howig:to use the Fry, graph to rewrite or prepare materials at a designated

reattitilitylevel,
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Peters, Charlec-W. "The Effect..of Systematic Restructuring of Material upon
the Compretiension,Process." Reading Research Quarterly 11 (1975-1976).

87- 111,'- - 7.:,_ , 4- ci,

:_PeterS'clemons, trates the efficacy of restructuring social studies materials :
in a6-cor ance with the Frayer concept-attaittment model-.

Study S ills

Ear're, ichard A. "Developing and Using-Study Guides." In Research in Read-
ing i Content Areas: First Year Report, edited by Harold Herber dnd Peter
San ers, pp. 70-91. Syracuse. Syracuse University, New York Reading and
Language Arts. Center, 19.63 (ED 037 305.,-E.DRS price: MF$0.83;

-

The author praides directions for develObing study guides on three"
levels of comprehension. Examples OfitTides.in social studies at the secon-' daryleyer are included:-

* Herber, Harold L. Teaching Reading in 'Content Areas. Englewood Cliffs,
4 N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969. (Available from.. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Engle-

-17wood Cliffs, N. J. 07632-510.95.)
Pages 231-64 present a number of reading and reasoning guides.appro-

priate for several grade levels. Some emphasize organizational patterns and
focus on levels of comprehension.

Robinson, H. Alan. Teaching Reading and Study Strategies. Boston, Mass..
Allyn and Baebn, Inc, 1575. (ED 114 789; not available from EDRS. Avail-
'able from: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 470 Atlantic Avenue, Bostdri, Mass.
02210'511.56 cloth.) "

On pages 135 -58, Robinson identifies seven major patterns of writing in
social studies materials (for example,-topic development, enumeration,
secidence) and provides strategies for studying these patterns and deriving
meaning from materials.

,
Ruddell, Robert B. Reading-Language Instruction. Innovative Practices.
Englewood Cliffs, N::,J...Prentict*I-Jall, Inc., 1974. (ED 034 490; not available
froin EDRS., Available from Prentice -Hall, inc., Englewood Cliffs, N. J.
07632$10.95.)

Ruckiell identifies the research .and study skills essential in elementary
social studie (locational and interpretive skills) and shows how they can
be developp. d. Emphasis is also placed on improvement of reading rate
through such processes as skimming and scanning. (See especially pages
409-54.)

4 .1

Thomas, Ellen, and Robinson, H. A lan. Improving Reading in Every Class.
abridged ecf-. Boston; Mass.. Allyn and Bacon, Inc./1972. (ED 075 769; not
aiatEple from EDRS. Available from. Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 470 Atlantic
Avent\eBtrstorr, Mass. 02210$14.95 Cloth; $5.95 paper.)
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The authors propose a variation on the SQ3R study technique, which

they term PQ4R (Preview, Question, Read, Reflect, Recite, and Review).
This technique, accoFding'to Thomas and Robinson, is based on extensive
experimentation. Also included are detailed exercises on how to increase
reading rate and employ skimming and scanning procedures. (See espec-
ially pages 61904 and 135-65.). ,

.-.L

West, Gail B. Teaching Reading Skills and Content Areas. A P),actical Guide
to the Construction of Student Exercises. Orlando, Fla.. Sandpiper Press,
1974. (ED 092 914; not Ailable from EDRS. Available from. Sandpiper
Press, Inc., P.O.. Bbx 19225, Orlando, Fla. 32814-54.95 paper.) _

This handbook' presents' number 'of procedures 'to help the Content-_,..
area teacher work with students in reading. Included re tests-for assess=
ing student reading ability, readability formulas for determining grade

`level of materials, exercises for using various parts o books, Procedures
for selecting textbooks, exercises for interpreting graphics, informal pro-
cedures for assessing a student's ability to read; procedures for extending
vocabulary , piOcedures for improving comprehension and for developing
different reading rates, and directions for preparation of study guides. ,

i
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